April 19, 2022 Matters from Planning #3

Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report
Subject: CUP2021-0007: Fire in the Mountains Outdoor Reception Site
Agent/Applicant: Jeremy Walker; Fire in the Mountains
Property Owner: Buffalo Valley Land and Cattle, LLC
Presenter: Hamilton Smith

REQUESTED ACTION

A Conditional Use Permit pursuant to Section 8.4.2 of the Teton County Land Development Regulations (LDRs) to
allow for an Outdoor Reception Site at the Heart 6 Ranch.

BACKGROUND/DESCRIPTION
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposal is for an outdoor reception site, an Open Space Use, at the Heart 6 Ranch, in Buffalo Valley. The
proposal is for a three-day event constituting live music, vendors, food and beverage sales including alcohol,
educational workshops and overnight camping. The overall event including set-up and tear-down is proposed to
take place over one week, during the third week in July each year. The original Fire in the Mountains events located
on this site in 2018 and 2019 were approved in accordance with the Special Events Resolution. Subsequent to
cancellations due to the COVID-19 pandemic (2020 &2021), the event is now subject to the revised County
outdoor event site regulations (AMD2020-0001) in the Land Development Regulations (LDRs). The LDR text
amendment heard and approved by the Board on May 5, 2020, resulted in adoption of the following LDR standards
(Sec. 6.1.3.C.1.a.viii);
outdoor receptions: to constitute outdoor recreation use, a reception site shall:
a) Host 4 or more events per year with over 50 guests on site at one time or with amplified music; or,
b) Host 1 or more events with over 500 guests on site at one time or cumulatively over consecutive days;
or,
c) Host temporary overnight camping as an incidental use component of the primary outdoor reception
event.
Pertinent to the amended Outdoor Reception standards, the following exemption (6.1.3.C.1.a.viii.d.) applies to
this application;
3) Outdoor reception sites are exempt from the zone-based minimum site area requirement if the use is
limited to a onetime event or only occurs once a year.
Several excerpts from the project goals and event summary are provided as an illustration of the vision for this
annual event;
“Fire in the Mountains was originally created to highlight the symbiotic relationship between heavy music
and mountain landscapes. It was a way to bring people together to experience something extraordinary:
the primal power of heavy music combined with the majesty and wildness of the Teton Mountain Range.”
“Today, Fire in the Mountains is so much more than just a concert in the mountains. Through the deliberate
curation of music, art, education, adventure, local and forageable food options, and a social setting
conducive to intellectual ferment, Fire in the Mountains seeks to pay homage to the awe-inspiring nature
of one of the last intact temperate ecosystems that still exists: the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.”
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Important proposed parameters for operations at the event site (from the application):

DATES:
•
•
•
•
•

HOURS
•
•
•

•
•

Set up and breakdown of the festival will take place a few days before and after.
All festival related activities (setup, the festival itself, and breakdown) will last no longer than one week.
Parking, camping, vendors, and the music itself will take place for 3 days out of the year on the Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.
Event site-camping will also be permitted and guests with a campsite reservation will be permitted to
remain in the event space from noon on Friday until noon on Monday.
Stages, tents, bathroom facilities, fencing and all other related event infrastructure will be erected and
removed within 36 hours before and after the festival.
First Festival Day: 6 PM Start – 10:00 PM performance end
Second and Third Festival Days: Noon start – 10:00 PM performance end
Soundcheck and other activities needed to prepare for music performances will occur a maximum of two
hours prior to start of music performances.
All music shall end no later than 10:00 P.M.
The event will be closed to visitors by 11:00 PM each day of the event.

No permanent structures will be erected in association with the festival, and all lands impacted by the event will
be restored to pre-event condition within 2 weeks after the event.
A comprehensive Operations Plan for the Fire in the Mountains music and Cultural Arts Festival (2022) was
submitted subsequent to the Planning Commission hearing of this item and is attached to this Staff Report.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The parcels are owned and operated by Buffalo Valley Land and Cattle Company, LLC as part of the Heart Six
Ranch, LLC. The site is bounded on three of four sides by U.S. Forest Service lands. Two subdivisions, Evergreen
Estates and Buffalo Valley Estates, are immediately north of the proposed site, across Buffalo Valley Road. Historic
and current land use on the properties is limited to Dude/Guest Ranch activities, intensive agricultural use, and
large-scale events. Horses and mules used by Heart Six graze the properties throughout the growing season. The
site is dominated by agricultural meadow and disturbed/developed ground in the central portion of the site. The
Buffalo Fork River crosses the east parcel and overlaps the southern boundary of the west parcel. Scrub-shrub and
emergent wetlands occur on both parcels, several areas of which have been characterized as degraded due to
high-intensity use.
The site is within the Natural Resources Overlay (NRO); however, based on the County-hired EA consultant review
process, the festival site will not have demonstrable impacts within the Natural Resources Overlay (NRO).

LOCATION

The properties are in Buffalo Valley, located approximately 26 miles north of the town of Jackson, Wyoming, and
4.5 miles east of Moran, WY. Access to the properties from the town of Jackson is gained by traveling northeast
on US-191 N/US-26 E/US-89 N for 24 miles; then turning north onto 225/Buffalo Valley Road for 1.6 miles.
Legal Description: PT. LOTS 1 & 2, SEC. 21,TWP. 45, RNG. 113

PIDN: 22-45-13-21-4-00-004 & 22-45-13-21-4-00-008

Site Size: 39.86 ac + 39.76 ac = 79.62 acres

Character District: 15: County Periphery
Subarea: 15.3: Buffalo Valley
Zone: Rural-1
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Overlay: Natural Resources Overlay; Scenic Resources Overlay

ZONING/VICINITY MAP
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AERIAL MAP
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PROPOSED SITE PLAN
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Conditional Uses in the Rural-1 zone are required to meet the zone-specific standards in addition to the use
specific standards in Section 6.1.3.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE CHARACTER DISTRICT
•
•

Character District: 15 - County Periphery
Subarea: 15.3 - Buffalo Valley
o Classification: Preservation
o Neighborhood Form(s): Agriculture, Clustering & Conservation Form

Existing and Future Desired Characteristics:
The Buffalo Valley District stretches from Moran to the base of Togwotee Pass and is a gateway to the community
from the northeast. There is a predominance of public lands as well as large lot agricultural operations, with some
clustered residential development. The desired future character of this district is to retain the rural character, with
a focus on preservation of wildlife habitat, wildlife movement corridors, scenic vistas, agriculture, and open space,
while respecting private property rights.
This proposed Reception Site will allow for an open space use that continues to support business opportunities
that retain the open space and character of the existing agricultural lands.
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This proposal is for an Open Space use that will support the existing dude ranch and agricultural operation. See
the attached analysis of the Policy Objectives for the Community Periphery Character District.
Subarea Character Defining Features:
Per the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan, Buffalo Valley is a preservation subarea that should support
the preservation of the scenic agricultural foregrounds as well as the year-round community. Other uses that do
not detract from the agricultural character of the subarea but facilitate the continued viability of agriculture may
be appropriate. Development should be clustered near existing development and protect the scenic agricultural
foregrounds. Maintaining the blend of resort, local convenience commercial and dude ranch uses will keep the
subarea viable and self-sufficient.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE APPLICABLE LAND DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
Outdoor Recreation (Section 6.1.3.C.)
1. Definition. Outdoor recreation is the use of land for passive or active recreational or athletic purposes that
requires minimal permanent physical development relative to the open space.
a. Includes:
viii. Outdoor receptions: to constitute outdoor recreation use, a reception site shall
a) Host 4 or more events per year with over 50 guests on site at one time or with
amplified music; or
b) Host 1 or more events with over 500 guests on site at one time or cumulatively
over consecutive days; or
c) Host temporary overnight camping as an incidental use component of the
primary outdoor reception event.
d) Exemptions
1) Private and non-profit receptions do not constitute outdoor recreation
regardless of their size. A private event is defined as a gathering not
open to the public hosted at a private home not renting their property
to a third party specifically for the use of the reception/event site. A
non-profit event is defined as an event hosted by an organization that
demonstrates tax exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
2) Events held within Planned Resort Zones are exempt from the
standards of this subsection but shall comply with LDR Div. 4.3 and all
applicable Planned Resort master plans.
3) Outdoor reception sites are exempt from the zone-based minimum site
area requirement if the use is limited to a onetime event or only occurs
once a year.
Complies. The proposal is for an event that only occurs once a year, over the duration of one week, with three
festival days open to the public.
2. Standards
a. Operations Plan. An outdoor recreation use shall be subject to an operations plan approved as
part of its use permit. The purpose of the operations plan is to outline management practices and
techniques to mitigate the impact of the use on natural resources and neighboring properties. The
operations plan shall address the following, if applicable.
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i. Strategies or mitigation measures to minimize glare from night lighting;
ii. How agronomic, maintenance and other management practices associated with the use
will avoid impact to natural resources;
iii. Integrated pest management and best practices for nutrient application and control;
iv. Hours of operation; and
v. A monitoring program for periodic review of compliance by federal, state or local agencies,
as applicable
Complies, as conditioned. The initial Fire in the Mountains application was not submitted with a stand-alone
Operations Plan. The application addressed the scope of event operations in reasonable detail; however, the
Planning Commission recommended the permit be conditioned with a requirement to submit an Operations Plan
that reflects the information provided in the application and terms of approval prior to the initiation of the Use.
In response to this Condition of Approval the applicant has compiled an Operations Plan for the 2022 Festival (see
Attachments), that has been forwarded to County and Federal agency reviewers. The contents of the Operations
Plan may be revised or amended to reflect the requirements adopted through the CUP approval process.
The reception site does not have access to electricity, so exterior lighting will be minimal, downlit, and temporary.
Any lighting is required to be shielded, post heights shall not exceed 60 feet, lighting shall be extinguished by 10:00
pm, and overall site illumination shall not exceed a total of 550,000 lumens. Hours of operation are set by the
Conditional Use standards in the Rural-1 zone and are described under the heading “Project Description” (p. 1)
above. Staff recommends decibel monitoring for the duration of the event. If the annual monitoring report
demonstrates non-compliance, the report shall be elevated to the Board of County Commissioners for review.

PARKING

The application indicates the parking identified on the Site Plan provides capacity for 1,667 cars and 76
recreational vehicles. At the observed 2.8 occupants per vehicle during the 2019 event, this would provide an
allowance for 4,880 people, far greater than the maximum daily attendance (2,000 daily ticketed attendees)
recommended by the Planning Commission. Specific details from the Parking section of the application are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Parking is located immediately adjacent to the entrance on Buffalo Valley Road.
A minimum of three parking attendants will manage parking.
RV Parking will have a separate access and location.
Carpooling is incentivized, as vehicles with three or more occupants will park for free.
Shuttles will be provided from the airport and area lodging locations.

Rural-1 Zone Specific Standards
2. Conditional Principal Uses
a. Compatibility. The compatibility of one or more principal conditional uses on a site shall be defined
through the CUP review. In evaluating whether a particular use is appropriate, the Board shall
consider the following:
i. The extent to which the proposed use promotes or sustains the site’s open space; and
ii. The cumulative impact of all permitted uses and development options on the site’s open
space, as compared to the use of the site at its base residential density.
Complies. This additional Open Space use continues to sustain the existing open space on the site that is currently
part of a Dude Ranch and associated agricultural operations. The use of this reception site will not deter from the
agricultural character of the property. The application is responsive to a Board directive from the Rural Areas LDR
Update in 2014, under which premise the Rural-1 regulations were intended to provide flexibility in allowed uses
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to keep large rural parcels intact. An annual three-day music and arts festival on the Heart 6 Ranch is anticipated
to contribute a lesser overall impact to the vicinity than the permanent conversion of the site’s open space to the
allowed base residential density.
b. Prohibited in the NRO. The following conditional uses permitted in the R-1 zone are prohibited
within the NRO:
i. Campground
ii. Assembly
iii. Daycare/Education
iv. Aviation
Complies. The use is not one of the prohibited listed above. The Outdoor Reception Use, as amended in 2020,
allows the event site to host temporary overnight camping as an incidental use component of the primary outdoor
reception event.
c. Maximum Intensity of Use. The intensity of the use shall be limited to maintain the rural character
of the area and the State or County road from which access is taken. If the proposed use is of a
continuous nature, the intensity shall be limited by restricting the maximum occupancy. If the
proposed use involves discrete occurrences, the intensity shall be limited by restricting the
frequency of occurrence. Depending on the nature of the use, the Board shall impose conditions
based on one or both of the standards below:
i. Maximum Occupancy. The Board shall establish a maximum occupancy to protect
community character.
a) The maximum occupancy shall not result in a change in the classification of
the road from which access is taken.
b) The maximum occupancy may be exceeded for discrete occurrences,
pursuant to the standards of Subsection E.2.c.ii. below.
c) The Board may impose a maximum occupancy restriction that is stricter than
the limits established in the standards above to mitigate potential impacts
other than traffic, such as impacts to wildlife. Stricter standards may be
imposed on a seasonal or periodic basis.
ii. Frequency. If the proposed use involves discrete occurrences, the Board shall limit the
frequency of occurrence to protect community character. The Board may limit the
number of overall occurrences in a year, or the number and frequency of occurrences
during a specific season or time period.
a) Total Occurrences. The total number of discrete events or occurrences,
defined as being no more than one calendar day in duration, shall not exceed
30 per year.
b) Traffic Demand Management. The applicant shall demonstrate traffic
demand management to maintain the rural character of the area and the
access to the use.
iii. Seasonal Limitations. The Board may limit a use to a particular season or time period.
If an Environmental Analysis was prepared in advance of the project, the Board shall
consider the recommendations of the EA in establishing seasonal limitations.
iv. Use Areas. Proposed outdoor or temporary storage or use areas, such as tents, shall be
evaluated as part of the CUP process, and conditions may be imposed to minimize
impacts.
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Maximum Occupancy
As it relates to maximum occupancy, there is no limit on attendance proposed in the application. For reference
the 2020 Special Event Permit application for this festival, in this location, requested a parking allowance of up to
1,000 vehicles, attendance of 2,000 individuals, and approximately 300 tent sites and 50 RV slots. The applicant
indicates that a total of 1,000 tickets have been sold for the 2022 event. A potential indicator of overall limitations
is the available parking, which provides an estimated capacity of 4,880 attendees. However, a certain percentage
of the attendees will be arriving via shuttles. Staff recommends establishment of a maximum occupancy as a
component of this review. The Planning Commission and Staff recommendation is to implement a limit of 2,000
ticketed attendees at any given time during the course of the three-day event.
Frequency/Seasonal Limitations
Event frequency and seasonal limitations are not applicable standards for review given that the proposed event
is a one-time annual event, that will occur on the third weekend in July on an annual basis.
Use Areas
The standard for Use Areas indicates that conditions may be imposed by the Board to minimize impacts. See
Setbacks and Location below. The applicant has proposed a Use Area within the 150-ft Buffalo Fork River buffer.
Pursuant to Section 5.1.1.D.of the LDRs,
“Due to the risk of severe negative impacts on the community at large if waterbodies and wetlands are
wholly or partially developed, and the necessity to protect the natural functions of these resources,
physical development and use of these resources is prohibited in most cases and a setback/buffer is
required.”
There is no exemption offered under Article 5 of the LDRs to absolve the landowner from avoiding the 150-foot
Buffalo River regulatory buffer from both the proposed Use and any associated temporary structures. Any
proposed deviation from this standard requires a Variance pursuant to Section 8.8.2 of the LDRs. Staff
recommends a condition to preclude any use or physical development from the 150-foot river buffer, and to
identify the location of the buffer’s edge with clear markings.
d. Setbacks and Location.
v. Uses shall be clustered adjacent to an existing ranch compound or physical development,
unless the applicant can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Board that either,
a) The proposed use is dependent on or requires location adjacent to a natural
feature; or
b) An alternate location on the property better sustains or promotes the open
space of the property or minimizes potential impacts to neighboring
properties.
vi. Setbacks for the use shall be established through the CUP process, and may vary for daily
staff functions and public events, and between indoor and outdoor activities.
Complies, as conditioned. The general location of the proposed event site was specifically chosen to avoid a large
area of wetlands on the east parcel. As there will be no permanent physical development associated with this
event, there is little to no impact on the long-term sustainability of the agricultural open space. The event is
surrounded on three sides by federal land, and has located the focus of the event, the performance stage, as far
south as possible from the residential neighborhoods north of Buffalo Valley Road. Staff is recommending a
condition that the applicant shall abide by LDR Section 5.1.1.D and the Environmental Analysis findings for the
event and keep all physical development and use outside of the Buffalo Fork River and its associated 150-foot
buffer.
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e. Hours of Operation.
vii. Outdoor use setback less than 300 feet. An outdoor public event that is located less than
300 feet from a property line, which is adjacent to an occupied or vacant residential site
that is not part of the conditional use, shall be limited to hours of operation of 9:00 a.m.
to 9:00 p.m. Hours of staff activities shall be established through the CUP process
viii. Other uses. Uses other than those regulated by Subsection e.i. above, shall be limited to
the following hours of operation:
a) Daycare and Education 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
b) Dude Ranches, Campgrounds, and Hospitals, 24—hours operations with
curfew hours set during the CUP process.
c) All other conditional principal uses allowed in the Use table shall be limited to
the hours of 9:00 AM to 11:00 PM
d) Hours of Staff activities for all conditional principal uses shall be established
through the CUP process.
ix. Music. All music shall end no later than 10:00 p.m.
x. The Board may establish separate hours of operation that are more strict for amplified
music or sound associated with the use.
xi. The Board may impose hours of operations that are more strict than those established
above should site-specific or neighborhood conditions warrant additional limitations.
Complies, as conditioned. Due to mapped wetlands, there is no portion of the defined festival area proposed
closer than 300 feet from the northern property line; therefore, the LDRs do not require the more restrictive hours
of operation. The applicant is committed to monitoring noise levels to ensure they never exceed the LDR maximum
of 55 Decibels as measured at the property lines. No additional hours for event staff activity have been requested,
and therefore all staff activity shall be coincident with the regular hours of operation. The incidental camping use
on the west parcel will entail overnight occupancy of the parcel. Staff recommends a qualified environmental
professional demarcate the wetland setbacks prior to event setup, including installation of temporary fencing and
signage, to avoid accidental pedestrian or vehicular encroachment into the protected natural resource areas on
the site.
f.

Parking. All standards of Div. 6.2. shall apply, except that Commercial uses subject to this Subsection
shall be exempt from Subsection 6.2.5.A.2.

Complies as conditioned. The applicant has provided an independent calculation for parking, as required by the
Required Parking standards of Section 6.2.2. The plans provided by the applicant indicate that approximately 1,167
cars and 76 recreational vehicles can be accommodated on the site. If the average occupancy of vehicles matches
the 2019 event with 2.8 people per vehicle, the attendance would exceed the expected attendance (and capacity)
at the event.
The use is exempt from the requirement of paving the parking area, however, the applicant shall still provide a
durable parking surface to avoid erosion. A parking area to accommodate these vehicles spaces shall be provided,
in a manner that complies with the Compaction and Drainage standards of LDR Section 6.2.5.A.1 to the satisfaction
of the County Engineer, prior to the start of operations. A total of six (6) parking spaces plus one (1) per every 100
parking spaces provided shall be posted and marked for event staff and/or guests with special access needs. The
event staff will facilitate shuttles or carpooling for guests to the primary parking area if necessary. A minimum of
three parking attendants will be on duty for the duration of operating hours over the three-day event.
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g. Access. Uses subject to the standards of this Subsection shall be exempt from Section 7.6.2.C.1.,
provided all other standards of Div. 7.6.are met and the access is approved by the Fire Marshal.
Complies. There will be no changes to the existing accesses from Buffalo Valley Road. The access at this time is
sufficient per the Fire Marshall for planning purposes, but the facility will be inspected on the day prior to the
event by the Fire Inspector.
Affordable Workforce Housing Standards
Not applicable. The application will not result in any permanent structures or floor area; therefore, it is exempt
from the affordable workforce housing mitigation requirements. LDR Section 6.3.2.A.2 Other types of
development states that “This division only applies to new building and use. A non-building physical development,
development option, or subdivision is not employee generating development and not subject to this Division…” In
addition, the independent calculation standards direct the applicant to calculate a requirement per square-foot
or room. As this use has no square footage, per the definition in section 6.3.3.A.6, the mitigation requirement
does not apply.
Environmental Standards
Complies, as conditioned. An Environmental Analysis was required to coordinate the application of natural
resource protection standards with the proposed use on the site in preparation for a Conditional Use Permit
application. A County-hired environmental consultant prepared the Environmental Analysis (EA) for the proposed
Use, in 2019 (EVA2019-0016). The site is within the Natural Resources Overlay (NRO); however, based on the EA
the festival site will not have demonstrable impacts on the NRO. The consultant finds that the heavily impacted
agricultural or otherwise previously disturbed ground on portions of both parcels does not meet the definition of
the NRO and recommends removal of NRO Standards in this area pursuant to Section 5.2.1.
The protected natural resources on the site include wetlands and the Buffalo Fork River. The CUP application does
not comply with the EA review, as the proposed site plan deviates from the Use area recommended by the
Planning Director. The applicant’s proposal locates the main stage within the 150-foot Buffalo Fork River buffer.
The Planning Director recommended alternative site plan demonstrated minimization of development and use
impacts to the greatest extent practicable through avoidance of wetlands, waterbodies, and associated buffers,
pursuant to Section 5.1.1 of the LDRs. For this CUP application to remain in compliance with the Standards of
Section 8.2.2., staff recommends a condition to prohibit any physical development or use from the 150-foot
regulatory buffer, and to identify the location of the buffer’s edge with clear markings and temporary fencing.
Sites with Multiple Lots of Records
Complies. The minimum gross site area for Outdoor Recreation (Reception Site) in the Rural-1 zone is 140 acres.
The combined lots of record containing the proposed use is 79.62 acres. However, pursuant to Section
6.1.3.C.1.a.viii.d).3), “Outdoor reception sites are exempt from the zone-based minimum site area requirement if
the use is limited to a onetime event or only occurs once a year.”

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS

The application was sent to the following departments for review:
•
•
•
•
•

Teton Conservation District (comments attached)
Teton County Road & Levee (comments attached)
Jackson Hole Fire/EMS (comments attached)
Teton County Emergency Management (comments attached)
Teton County Environmental Health (comments attached)
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Teton County Engineering
Teton County Sherriff
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PUBLIC COMMENT

Notice of this hearing was mailed to property owners within 800 feet of the site on October 8, 2021. A notice was
also posted on the site on April 6, 2022. As of the publishing of this report 48 written comments have been
received, all of which are attached to this report.

LEGAL REVIEW
Gingery

PLANNING COMMISSION ANALYSIS
The Planning Commission discussed operations measures in relation to safety and community impacts. The
primary focus was on the absence of a proposed attendance limit. Through discussion of past Special Event Permit
allowances, and projected 2022 attendance, the Commission recommended a condition to limit daily ticket holder
attendance to 2,000 people. Noise control, camping allowances both on site and off site, and measures to limit
impacts to wetlands and the Wild and Scenic River corridor were all discussed. The applicant confirmed that an
Operations Plan was submitted with previous special event permit applications, and that a comprehensive
Operations Plan would be prepared prior to CUP issuance. This Plan was submitted to the County Planning staff
following the Planning Commission hearing. This plan is attached to this staff report. The contents of the
Operations Plan may be revised or amended to reflect the requirements adopted through the CUP approval
process. The Commission voted to recommend approval of the application as conditioned with a vote of four in
favor, one opposed.
Condition #1 recommended by Staff in the Planning Commission staff report and adopted by the Planning
Commission, requiring the submittal of a sufficient Operations Plan, has been met by the applicant and therefore
this Condition of Approval is not included in the suggested motion for the Board of County Commissioners.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PLANNING COMMISSION AND PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDATION

Planning Director recommends APPROVAL of CUP2021-0007 dated December 1, 2021, for the proposed Outdoor
Reception Site, with the following four (4) conditions, based on the findings recommended below.
1. Prior to event setup (including any parking, stage installation, temporary toilets, or any other structures)
the applicant shall hire a qualified environmental professional to demarcate the 150-foot Buffalo Fork
River setback with lathe and temporary fencing to a height of 38”, such that all use and physical
development will avoid the protected waterbody and the associated 150-foot buffer. The fencing shall
include signage, placed every 100 feet along the fence, indicating that that area beyond the fence is
sensitive wetlands and is prohibited for access from humans and pets.
2. Prior to setup the applicant shall hire a qualified environmental professional to demarcate all 30-foot
wetland setbacks with lathe and temporary fencing to a height of 38”, such that all use and physical
development will avoid protected wetlands and the associated 30-foot buffer. The fencing shall include
signage, placed every 100 feet along the fence, indicating that that area beyond the fence is sensitive
wetlands and is prohibited for access from humans and pets.
3. Prior to November 1st of each year, a monitoring report shall be submitted by the applicant to the Teton
County Planning Director that demonstrates compliance with the noise level restrictions of LDR Section
6.4.3. If the report demonstrates non-compliance the monitoring report shall be elevated to the Board of
County Commissioners for review.
4. Attendees holding tickets to the event, not including vendors, staff or volunteers, shall be limited to 2,000
per day.
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PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDED FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 8.4.2 of the Land Development Regulations:
1. Is compatible with the desired future character of the area;
Can be made. This proposed use complies with the desired future character of the Buffalo Valley Subarea. The
proposed use will allow for the continued facilitation of the historic dude ranch and associated agricultural
operations. There is no permanent physical development incorporated into the festival and the application
supports the preservation of the existing open spaces. See Relationship to Character District above for more
details.
2. Complies with the use specific standards of Div. 6.1.and the zone;
Can be made. This proposed use complies with the standards for an Outdoor Recreation Use and for a
Conditional Use in the Rural-1 zone. See the Relationship to Applicable Land Development Regulations above.
3. Minimizes adverse visual impacts;
Can be made. The proposed use is not anticipated to have any visual impacts. There is no permanent physical
development or structures proposed for this use. The reception site will utilize a remote area with views of the
Teton Range.
4. Minimizes adverse environmental impacts;
Can be made, as conditioned. Staff recommends that the applicant be held to compliance with the
recommended Use site area, as presented in the Planning Director’s review of EVA2019-0016. With adoption
of a recommended condition to preclude any use from the 150-foot regulatory buffer, and to identify the
location of the buffer’s edge with clear markings, staff can make the finding that the outdoor reception site
minimizes adverse environmental impacts. There will be no additional physical impacts to the site, which has
been deemed to sufficiently avoid impacts to the Natural Resources Overlay. Given that the event is proposed
to occur across a 1-week timeframe in July, there are no known protected crucial ranges of wildlife resources
that will be impacted by the festival.
5. Minimizes adverse impacts from nuisances;
Can be made. The proposed use will minimize potential nuisance impacts. There should be no obtrusive odor
or impacts to air quality. Refuse and recycling will all be contained for each event. There will be no storage of
materials at the reception site. Exterior lighting will be temporary and down-lit per the standards for special
events, and as characterized in the application. Hours of operations shall be adhered to in order to reduce
potential impacts of noise on neighbors.
6. Minimizes adverse impacts on public facilities;
Can be made, as conditioned. The proposed use is not anticipated to have any long-term impact on public
facilities. The approval is for a single event occurring of a one-week period, during which a three-day festival
will be open to ticket holders. The operations measures presented in the application sufficiently address
mitigation measures for potential impacts on public facilities. Staff has proposed a condition requiring the
applicant to condense the operations measures into a formal Operations Plan deemed sufficient by the
Planning Director prior to issuance of the permit.
7. Complies with all other relevant standards of these LDRs and all other County Resolutions; and
Can be made. All relevant standards of these LDRs have been met by this proposal for an outdoor reception
site. No County Resolutions are applicable to this project.
8. Is in substantial conformance with all standards or conditions of any prior applicable permits or approvals.
Can be made, as conditioned. As proposed the application does not comply with the Environmental Analysis
provided by the Planning Director (EVA2019-0016). To remain in compliance staff has recommended a
condition to require demarcation of the Buffalo Fork River 150-ft setback, and a prohibition against use or
physical development to occur within these protected zones.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•
•

Board of County Commissioners April 19, 2022 Matters from Planning #3

Fire in the Mountains Music and Cultural Arts Festival Operations Plan (2022)
Plan Review Committee Comments
Public Comment
Application:
https://developmentrecords.tetoncountywy.gov/Portal/Planning/StatusReference?referenceNumber=C
UP2021-0007

SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to APPROVE CUP2021-0007, dated December 1, 2021 for the proposed Outdoor Reception Site, with the
following four (4) recommended conditions, based on the recommended findings.
1. Prior to event setup (including any parking, stage installation, temporary toilets, or any other structures)
the applicant shall hire a qualified environmental professional to demarcate the 150-foot Buffalo Fork
River setback with lathe and temporary fencing to a height of 38”, such that all use and physical
development will avoid the protected waterbody and the associated 150-foot buffer. The fencing shall
include signage, placed every 100 feet along the fence, indicating that that area beyond the fence is
sensitive wetlands and is prohibited for access from humans and pets. Fencing shall be inspected by
Planning Staff at the time of installation.
2. Prior to setup the applicant shall hire a qualified environmental professional to demarcate all 30-foot
wetland setbacks with lathe and temporary fencing to a height of 38”, such that all use and physical
development will avoid protected wetlands and the associated 30-foot buffer. The fencing shall include
signage, placed every 100 feet along the fence, indicating that that area beyond the fence is sensitive
wetlands and is prohibited for access from humans and pets. Fencing shall be inspected by Planning Staff
at the time of installation.
3. Prior to November 1st of each year, a monitoring report shall be submitted by the applicant to the Teton
County Planning Director that demonstrates compliance with the Operations Plan and the noise level
restrictions of LDR Section 6.4.3. If the monitoring report demonstrates non-compliance, the report shall
be elevated to the Board of County Commissioners for review.
4. Attendees holding tickets to the event, not including vendors, staff or volunteers, shall be limited to 2,000
per day.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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Board of County Commissioners April 19, 2022 Matters from Planning #3

Attachment 1: Response to Comprehensive Plan District Policy Objectives.
1.1.b. Protect wildlife from the impacts of development.
Complies. The proposal does not result in any additional development that would impact wildlife.

1.1.c. Design for wildlife permeability.
Complies. The existing site layout will result in an occupied festival space for 3 days out of each year. Late July is outside
of the important seasonal movement periods, or months when crucial winter range is essential to the survival of wildlife.
The site will remain in dude ranch and agricultural use outside of the festival dates, which allows for wildlife movement.
1.2.a. Buffer waterbodies, wetlands, and riparian areas from development.
Complies, as conditioned. Staff recommends a condition through which all uses will be located outside of the 150-foot
Buffalo Fork River buffer. Otherwise, wetlands and wetland setbacks are sufficiently avoided on the site. Staff also
recommends a qualified environmental professional demarcate all wetland buffers prior to event set-up on the site to
prevent accidental encroachment into these protected resources.
1.4.a. Encourage non-development conservation of wildlife habitat.
Complies. This is a non-development use that will help preserve the existing open space. There is no identified critical
wildlife habitat within the proposed use area and wildlife movement throughout the remainder of the year will be
conserved.
1.4.b. Conserve agricultural lands and agriculture.
Complies. This proposed outdoor reception site use is essential to the conservation of the existing agricultural lands. The
use will allow for a supplemental income for the historic dude ranch while preserving the open space and allowing for
the continued preservation of open space.
1.4.c. Encourage rural development to include quality open space.
Complies. This outdoor use on an agricultural site proposes no physical development. While there is not an open space
requirement for this proposal, it allows for the continued conservation of the agricultural open space.
3.1.b. Direct development toward suitable Complete Neighborhood subareas.
Not applicable. This outdoor use on an existing agricultural site does not propose any additional development.
3.1.c. Maintain rural character outside of Complete Neighborhoods.
Complies. The proposed use is outside complete neighborhood and continues to uphold the existing rural and
agricultural character of the site. The conditional uses in the Rural-1 zone, specifically reception sites, are intended to
support existing agricultural operations on rural properties.
5.3.b. Preserve existing workforce housing stock.
Not applicable. The site does not contain any existing housing stock. No housing is proposed or affected by this new use.
7.1.a. Increase the capacity for walking, biking, carpooling and riding transit.
Complies. This development does not trigger any increases in our current transportation capacity. Shuttle services are
proposed from the Town of Jackson, the airport, and area lodging sites. Carpooling to the event site is also incentivized
through the provision of free parking for vehicles with three or more occupants.
7.3.d. Develop a land use pattern based on transportation connectivity.
Complies. This development does not result in a change in the land use pattern.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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Operations Plan:
2022

Fire in the Mountains Music and Cultural Arts Festival
Heart 6 Ranch
Moran, Wyoming
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1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1.1 Festival Dates
Build Dates: July 20 – July 21, 2022
Festival Dates: July 22 – July 24, 2022
Strike Dates: July 25 - July 26, 2022

1.2 Festival Hours
July 22, 2022
Parking and camping open at 12:00 pm
Sound Check: 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Music: 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Gates Close: 11:00 pm
July 23, 2022
Sound Check: 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Music: 2:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Gates Close: 11:00 pm
July 24, 2022
Sound Check: 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Music: 2:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Gates Close: 11:00 pm
July 25, 2022
Camping closes at 12:00 pm
*Please note: camping and parking will be open 24 hours a day from July 22, 2022 at 12:00 pm
until July 25, 2022 at 12:00 pm

1.3 Capacity and Population
July 20 – July 21, Build Dates
10 - 20 staff members, sub-contractors, and volunteers
July 22 – July 24, Festival Dates
> 2000 ticket holders, 20 staff members, 50 volunteers, 60 band members, 40
vendors, 40 sub-contractors
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July 25 – July 26, Strike Dates
10 – 20 staff members, sub-contractors, and volunteers

1.4 Staff Contacts
•

Jeremy Walker – Owner & Founder, Festival Organizer, Event Liaison with
county departments and county emergency services
▪ (802) 922-1389; jeremy@fitmfest.com

•

Alex Feher – Owner & Founder, Festival Organizer, Workshop & Sustainability
Coordinator, Food Vendor Coordinator
▪ (203) 257-9751; alex@fitmfest.com

•

Ollie Tripp – Festival Organizer
▪ (253) 381-2838; ollie@fitmfest.com

•

Shane McCarthy – Promoter and Music Curator, Graphic Designer
▪ (720) 936-4032; shane@fitmfest.com

•

Shannon Void – Public Relations & Social Media Marketing
▪ (267) 912-5884; inaperfectworldproductions@gmail.com

•

Sharif Zawaideh – Consultant, Camping & Parking Coordinator
▪ (206) 799-5136; sharif@goalmc.com

•

Clint Traver – Security Coordinator
(406) 370-8229; mr.traver4@gmail.com

•

TJ Sullivan – Security Coordinator & Safety Directory
▪ (603) 387-7588; tjsullivan15@hotmail.com

•

Kelly Stephens – Sound Engineer
▪ (713) 969-7351; kellytstephens@hotmail.com

•

Drew Dincola – Logistics & Daily Operations
▪ (303) 704-7404; dincproductionsllc@gmail.com

•

Emily Darnell – Band Outreach & Services
▪ (317) 448-6118; emily@fitmfest.com

•

Mike Agricola – Bar Manager
▪ (610) 283-4443; michael.agricola08@gmail.com
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•

Hanna Tripp – Merchandise Manager
▪ (253) 381-3910

•

Nick Ruiz – Box Office Manager
▪ (208) 353-4202; nickruizctf@gmail.com

•

Lars Chickering-Ayers – Project Manager
▪ (802) 522-6892; lars@casttouring.com

•

Jay Michael Stafford – Production Manager
▪ (203) 376-0980; jmichael.stafford@gmail.com

•

Laurel Kaz – Volunteer Coordinator
▪ (978) 360-0556; laurelkaz13@gmail.com

•

Jeff Moran – Festival MC
▪ (307) 690-0032

1.5 Sub-Contractors and Rentals
•

Goal MC – Consultant, Camping & Parking
(206) 799-5136; sharif@goalmc.com

•

Dinc Productions – Logistics & Daily Operations
(303) 704-7404; dincproductionsllc@gmail.com

•

High Rock Security – Festival and Camping Security
(775) 229-3075; seth@highrocksecurity.com

•

In a Perfect World Productions – Public Relations & Social Media Marketing
(267) 912-5884; inaperfectworldproductions@gmail.com

•

EMS Unlimited – First Aide / EMT
(800) 674-7764; emily.aron@ems-unlimited.com

•

Weather Ops – Personalized Meteorologist Service for Severe Weather
Notification
(405) 579-7675; weatherops@msg.wdtinc.com

•

Hughes Productions – Stage, Sound Equipment, Generator Rental and Services
(307) 733-6505; chad@hughesproduction.com
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•

Epic Craft – Stage, Sound Equipment, Generator Rental and Services
(720) 987-8724; epiccraftltd@gmail.com

•

Precision Audio Services – Noise Abatement and Decibel Monitoring
(315) 225-5429; michael@precisionaudioservices.com

•

Boss Radio – Sound Equipment Rental, Sound Engineer Services, Stage
Production
(956) 324-9123; buddy@bossradioatx.com

•

Macy’s Services – Porta Potties
(307) 733-4687

•

Storage Stables – Box Truck Rentals for Trash and Food Storage
(307) 733-6876

•

Nomadic Events – Event Tent Rental and Setup
(307) 690-5997

•

Canvas Unlimited – Table, Chair, Tent Rental
(307) 733-2250

•

Teton Rentals – Perimeter Fence Rentals
(307) 734-6866

•

Jackson Hole Adventure Rentals – Trailer / RV Rental for Staff Meeting Rooms
(307) 733-5678

•

Day Wireless – 2 Way Radio Rental
(503) 607-2108; Earnsberg@daywireless.com
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2 GENERAL FESTIVAL RULES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No weapons, firearms, or fireworks of any kind are allowed in the festival or
campgrounds
Outside alcohol is not allowed into the festival grounds. Outside alcohol in
plastic and cans only allowed into the campgrounds
Pets are not allowed
No campfires are allowed
No pyrotechnics allowed
No swimming or access to the river is allowed from the property of Heart Six
Ranch
Midnight curfew of music coming from personal radios or speakers
All trash, food, and scented items must be stored in the provided box trucks
and trailers
No walking along the Buffalo Valley Road, except for crossing the road
between Heart Six Ranch facilities and the festival grounds
No parking along the Buffalo Valley Road or Road Right of Way

3 STAGE AND LIGHTING
Fire in the Mountains (FITM) will have two stages facing each other with the festival grounds in
between both stages. The main stage, lighting, and generators will be provided by Hughes
Productions, while the second stage, lighting, and generators will be provided by Epic Craft.
These two companies are experienced provide stages for many events per year. The stages,
lighting, wiring, and generators have all been permitted and approved for events like Fire in the
Mountains. Most of the festival is during the day when stage lighting isn’t necessary. Due to
this, stage lighting will be minimal.

4 FIRE PREVENTION
Fire in the Mountains is dedicated to preventing fires caused by festival activities. The following
are the procedures that will be instituted to ensure fire safety and prevention is upheld to the
highest of standards:
•
•
•
•

Fire department ingress and egress available through both entrances and exits
to the festival grounds.
The Buffalo Fork River next to the festival grounds will have unobstructive
access as a drafting source.
500-gallon water tank with a pump will be at the festival grounds.
No campfires allowed anywhere, and strictly enforced by security and festival
staff.
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Smoking cigarettes is only allowed in designated smoking areas in both the
festival and camping areas, and strictly enforced by security staff. These areas
will be lined with fire retardant tarps and will have cigarette disposal bins. A
fire extinguisher will be at each smoking area.
No smoking signs will be put in areas that aren’t designated smoking areas.
In each camping area there will be a community kitchen area. All cooking
will take place in this area, and strictly enforced by security staff. A fire
extinguisher will be in each community kitchen area.
No charcoal grills will be allowed.
The main forested camping area will be supplied with no less than 50, fivegallon buckets filled with water and placed in 4 locations around the camping
area.
The camping area above Heart Six Ranch in the National Forest area will be
supplied with an ATV equipped with shovels and pickaxes so a fire
prevention ditch can be quickly made if need be.
Fire extinguishers will be placed around the campgrounds and festival
grounds. They will be placed next to all generators, on each side of the stages,
by the food vendors, and in the parking area.
Food vendors will be inspected and licensed with Teton County. Food
vendors will be at least 30 feet from tents or other combustible structures /
materials.
Food vendors will be required to have secure propane storage. The extra
propane tanks must be secured and/or caged.
All generators will be 30 feet from combustibles and encircled by a fence. All
generators will be equipped with a fire extinguisher.
Electrical equipment, wiring, and extension cords will be listed and labeled
for outdoor use. They will be UL or CSA approved. They will not cross
egress paths and will be protected from foot traffic.
All exits and egress paths to the festival grounds will be adequately lighted.
The stages will have NEC approved wiring between the platform and the
ground.
There will be no stage curtains.
A festival ground walk through and inspection will be requested by Fire in the
Mountains to Lisa Potzernitz.
The fire prevention rules will be communicated to ticket holders through
emails, at box office check in, camping check in, and signs throughout the
festival and camping grounds.
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5 EMERGENCY RESPONSE
5.1 Festival Emergency Management Team
1. Jeremy Walker has sole authority to shut down the festival for any given event and all
subsequent festival organizers/managers listed below will report directly to him any
emergencies or incidents.
2. Alexander Feher, Oliver Trip, Shane McCarthy, Sharif Zawaideh, and Drew Dincola are the
primary festival organizers/managers and are responsible for operations of the festival. All
staff will be directed to report incidents to one of them before relaying the information to
Jeremy Walker.
The above-mentioned names are those responsible for the operations of the festival and are all a
part of the decision-making team when it comes to emergency-based decisions.

5.2 Medical Emergency
In the event of an emergency, staff will be directed to respond by calling:
During Pre and Post Event Days:
Contact EMS (on site) via Festival Radio Channel 2
If no medical is on site, contact Jeremy Walker, and/or 9-1- 1 as needed
During Event Days:
Contact on-site EMS via Festival Radio Channel 2
Emergency Contact Info: Owner/Operations Director
Jeremy Walker: 802-922-1389, Jeremy@fitmfest.com

5.3 Severe Weather Identification and Notification
Fire in the Mountains will hire Weather Ops for 24-hour surveying and notification of potential
weather issues during the Fire in the Mountains Festival on July 22nd through July 24th, 2022.
Their services include meteorologist monitoring and alerting, daily planner and weather check,
thunderstorm and rainfall planner, mobile app access, and lightning and weather alerts. Weather
Ops provides these services for entertainment events all over the world and has a proven track
record of success and reliability. Fire in the Mountains used Weather Ops for the 2019 event.
Their services were sufficient, their meteorologists called us with weather issues, and their app
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worked very well, even at Heart Six Ranch where there is limited internet access or cell service.
Jeremy Walker will be in charge of checking for weather issues throughout the event, speaking
with the meteorologists, and deciding if the event needs to be postponed or an evacuation needs
to be implemented. Jeremy Walker will also be the event liaison with Teton County emergency
services. For added security, Fire in the Mountains will have a NOAA Weather Radio available
at all times. This is important as there is limited internet or cell service at Heart Six Ranch. If
localized severe weather issues arise at any point between July 22nd through July 24th, 2020
Weather Ops will alert all Fire in the Mountains staff and subcontractors of the severe weather
situation, at which point Jeremy Walker will make shelter in place and/or evacuation decisions
based on the proximity of the sever weather. All Fire in the Mountains staff and subcontractors
will have this app downloaded on their phones prior to the event so everyone can stay up-to-date
with weather forecasts and emergencies 24-hours a day.

5.4 Severe Weather Thresholds
We will use the formula below for deciding when to enact our Severe Weather and Evacuation
Plan:
-

Code Yellow – Lightning within a 20-mile radius - Jeremy Walker will be on the
phone with Weather Ops for a moment-to-moment analysis of the weather. Drew
Dincola will contact Emergency Management.

-

Code Red – Lightning within an 8-mile radius will be the threshold for festival
organizers to stop all festival related activities and to communicate and enact the
evacuation of the festival grounds to shelter in place in vehicles and Heart Six Ranch
for all festival attendees, staff, bands, and vendors.

5.5 Severe Weather Cover Only Evacuation Plan
All festival related activities will be located in one 79-acre field, and a camping area near Heart
Six Ranch, making communication and evacuation fairly straightforward. Upon issue of a
severe thunderstorm warning in Moran, Wyoming Jeff Moran will go on stage and announce the
severe weather issue over the PA system for all attendees, staff, and bands to hear. He will then
tell everyone the evacuation plan. The evacuation plan will be for everyone to calmly and
orderly walk to their cars to take cover until further notice. If someone doesn’t have a car this
person can walk to the nearby Heart Six Ranch lodge. The one advantage of being far from a
population center, is most everyone will have to drive to the festival. This ensures that most
people will have a car to take cover inside. Festival staff will be at the concert area entrance/exit,
the festival entrance/exit, along the path to the parking lot, and in the parking lot to answer any
questions or provide help if need be. Sharif Zawaideh, owner of GOAL and the organizer and
operations manager of all parking and camping logistics, will have four dedicated festival staff
11

members walk through all camping areas to ensure all campers have evacuated tents to take
cover in their nearby cars or the Heart Six Ranch lodge, horse stable, Buffalo Valley Café, or in
one of the many food and trash storage trucks in the camping area. These four staff members
will be equipped with a megaphone so they can make announcements and give instructions. A
festival staff employee will stay with the festival attendees in the Heart Six Ranch lodge. All
festival staff and bands will take cover in the FITM Logistics Room, which is a large enclosed
trailer located between the parking lot and the concert venue. Please see Exhibit A for a visual
map of the shelter in place locations.

5.6 Severe Weather Festival Grounds Evacuation Plan
If a high level of severe weather is forecasted, and Weather Ops determines all persons shall be
evacuated from the festival and camping grounds, rather than solely taking cover in cars, the
following evacuation plan will be put into effect:
Jeff Moran will go on stage and announce the severe weather issue over the PA system for all
attendees, staff, and bands to hear. He will then tell everyone the evacuation plan. Everyone is
to take cover in the Buffalo Valley Café, Heart Six Ranch Lodge, Heart Six Ranch Barns, and
Heart Six Ranch Rooms. Everyone is to walk across the field to these locations on the marked
path. Festival staff will be located at the road to split people into two groups: one to go to the
Buffalo Valley Café, the other to the Heart Six Ranch Lodge, barn, and room locations. Sharif
Zawaideh, owner of GOAL and the organizer and operations manager of all camping logistics,
will have four dedicated festival staff employees walk through the camping area to ensure all
campers have evacuated tents. They will be equipped with a megaphone to make
announcements and give instructions. These people will be instructed to take cover in the Heart
Six Ranch Lodge and rooms, Buffalo Valley Café, and food storage vehicles. All bands and
festival staff members will take cover in the large house rented for the bands on the Heart Six
Ranch property. Please see Exhibit B for a visual map of the festival grounds evacuation.

5.7 Communication of When It’s Safe
Jeremy Walker will be in direct communication with Weather Ops, who will determine when it’s
safe to come out from cover. When an adequate level of safety has been determined, Jeff Moran
will announce this update and any other pertinent information over the stage PA system. Festival
staff will walk around the parking lot to inform festival attendees it’s okay to come out of their
cars. The festival staff in the Heart Six Ranch lodge will have two-way radios and will be
informed when the severe weather has passed and it’s okay to return to the festival grounds. In
the event the festival grounds were entirely evacuated all festival attendees, staff, and bands will
be in the Buffalo Valley Café and other Heart Six Ranch lodge facilities. Once Weather Ops has
determined a level safety that people can return outside, Jeremy Walker will announce this over
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the two-way radios for festival staff to start an orderly flow of festival attendees back outside and
to the festival grounds.

5.8 Wildfire Emergency Response
Fire in the Mountains is dedicated to mitigating against wildfires. To view our wildfire
prevention plan, please view the Fire Prevention Plan.
Jeremy Walker will be the person communicating between Fire in the Mountains and Teton
County Emergency Management and the Teton County Fire Department. All Fire in the
Mountains staff will have two-way radios, creating efficient communication between Jeremy
Walker and staff. Additionally, Fire in the Mountains’ senior staff including Jeremy Walker,
Ollie Tripp, Alex Feher, Sharif Zawaideh, and TJ Sullivan will all be registered with Teton
County’s Nixle notification system to receive emergency alerts and updates.
If a quickly moving wildfire were to start in the area near Heart Six Ranch, Fire in the Mountains
will employ a shelter-in-place tactic to protect the attendees. The festival grounds are in a 79acre field surrounded by wetlands and short grass. Additionally, it’s parameterized by a paved
road on one side, and a river on the other. The festival grounds are an ideal location to shelterin-place when an evacuation cannot happen. Jeremy Walker will communicate the situation and
shelter-in-place instructions with all staff through two-way radios. Everyone in the festival
grounds will be required to stay in the festival grounds close to the river. All attendees in the
camping area will be advised of the situation by camping security staff with a megaphone and
asked to immediately go to the festival grounds. The camping security staff will check all tents
to ensure everyone has vacated the campgrounds before they go to the festival grounds
themselves. Any persons with disabilities in the campground will be informed to go to a first
aide tent to be assisted in moving to the festival grounds to shelter-in-place. The parking
security staff will do the same procedure as the camping security staff. The shelter-in-place will
last until notification from Teton County Emergency Management, or Teton County Fire
Department, has updated Jeremy Walker on the situation. Jeff Moran will communicate updates
with all attendees sheltering-in-place over the stage loudspeakers.
If a wildfire requires county order evacuation of the festival area the following action plan will
be immediately put into action:
•

•

•

Jeff Moran will update attendees in the festival grounds of the situation and
instruct them to go to their cars to prepare for an orderly exit of Buffalo
Valley.
Camping security staff will advise everyone in the camping area to leave the
area, go to their cars, and prepare to exit Buffalo Valley. Camping security
staff will check all tents to make sure everyone has left the campgrounds.
Any persons with disabilities will be instructed upon arrival to the festival that
in the case of an evacuation situation they should go to the First Aide tent
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•
•

•

•

•

(located in all campgrounds and the festival grounds) to be assisted with
evacuation.
Festival security staff will transition to the parking area to help guide an
orderly flow of traffic.
Festival security staff will also go to the intersections of Buffalo Run,
Evergreen, and Teton Wilderness Road to ensure residents of these three roads
have unfettered access to the Buffalo Valley Road to assist with resident’s
evacuation.
Parking staff will direct traffic throughout the parking area according to the
parking map’s flow of traffic, and onto the Buffalo Valley Road via both the
east and west entrance of the festival grounds. The fact that there are two
vehicle exits on opposite sides of the festival grounds onto Buffalo Valley
road and that the Buffalo Valley Road is a through road with two exits onto
route 287 means the festival grounds can be evacuated twice the speed as
other venues.
Depending on which direction the wildfire is located, parking staff will direct
traffic on to the Buffalo Valley Road going east, west, or in both directions if
applicable.
Once all festival attendees have vacated the area, Fire in the Mountains staff
will evacuate.

A standard one lane road can disperse 700 cars per hour. As mentioned, due to two exits on the
festival grounds and the Buffalo Valley Road being a through road with two exits, the festival
grounds can be vacated twice as fast as the 700 cars per hour. We expect there to be around 800
cars parked at Fire in the Mountains. Given this, we will be able to evacuate everyone at Fire in
the Mountains in just over half an hour, which is more than sufficient given a county order
wildfire evacuation. Please see Exhibit C for a visual map of the full evacuation of Heart Six
Ranch.

5.9 Demonstration or Trespass
The Management and Staff at Fire in the Mountains Festival will not take any action that violates
any federal law.
There are multiple potentialities for an emergency scenario. They are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Vendor strike/picket
Public trespassing on festival grounds
Group demonstration at entrance during event
Political demonstration
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The on-site manager present should immediately collect the following information and report an
assessment to Jeremy Walker. Where appropriate (see below) immediate action should be taken
to contact medical response and/or local law enforcement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has anyone been injured?
o Contact medical response as needed and law enforcement
Has there been any violence?
o Contact law enforcement
Has property been damaged?
o Contact law enforcement
Any credible threats of physical violence and to whom?
o Contact law enforcement
Any threats of property damage i.e., rock throwing, etc.
o Contact law enforcement
Have there been any fights?
o Contact law enforcement
Have there been any physical or verbal confrontations?
Has any trespass occurred – have demonstrators entered the property or
parking areas?
How many people are involved?
Is ingress or egress disrupted?
Have festival operations been disrupted?
Are deliveries or contractors prevented from ingress or egress?
Are demonstrators soliciting or distributing materials to employees/Guests?
Have the protesters identified any group affiliation?
Are the protesters chanting or yelling anything? If so, what?
Has a representative of the protesters contacted FITM Management?
Are the protesters requesting any action by FITM?

If there has been any violence, property damage, or credible threat, law enforcement will be
contacted immediately. It will be instructed to record any pertinent information and to contact
FITM management immediately.
All employees on-site of the disruption should:
•
•
•
•

Avoid confrontation. Instruct employee, guests, etc. to avoid confrontation
with demonstrators/protesters. Do not speak and avoid eye contact and
never proceed into or through demonstrators if faced with resistance.
Inform Operations Management of the situation and request an assessment
of ability to safely continue operations.
Report all incidents of violence or other unusual activity back to Jeremy
Walker immediately.
Inform law enforcement of the situation and request that they dispatch
officers to observe.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

FITM Management should meet with a representative of demonstrators and
ask that he/she identify him or herself, the organization they represent and
the purpose of the demonstration. Also, request that they conduct a
peaceful and non-violent demonstration and remain on public property and
refrain from preventing ingress or egress. Ask that the representative provide
a contact number.
Do not negotiate with the representative of the demonstrators.
Assess pressure points causing the incident and any relief valve to defuse the
situation.
Do not speak with or agree to speak with the media. Do not speak “on-air”.
State only that you will request a FITM Management representative contact
them.
Keep all unnecessary people away from the area. Move away spectators. Do
not create an audience.
Prevent two-way radio communications from being monitored by others.
Any unrest should be handled in a non-confrontational manner.
Still and video cameras should be used to record unlawful acts. If something
is in progress, discretion should be used.
Only an FITM spokesperson should deal with the media.
Establish a system for reporting damage to personal property.
Ensure that security measures are adequate for the following:
o Perimeter security
o Vehicle security
o Unauthorized access to Festival
o Protection of isolated equipment
o Fuel supplies
o Power supplies
o Critical and important records
o Protection of employees and guests
o Deliveries in and out of festival
Assess probable duration
Assess pressure points causing incident or relief valve to defuse situation.

5.10 Theft/Robbery/Minor Crime
Notify FITM security staff on Radio Channel 1
Various types of thefts, robberies or other minor crimes may occur at Fire in the Mountains. The
primary role of staff is to report the incident to nearest security professional and to assist the
employee or guest in the reporting and recovery process.
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For active assailant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notify FITM security personnel of the type of crime being reported.
Request a FITM management official.
Request additional staff support.
FITM management will notify Law Enforcement
Detain the perpetrator if SAFE to do so, inform FITM management you have
the perpetrator.
Watch for angry groups, mobs forming, report such activity to the Head of
Security.
Be careful not to destroy any evidence. Obtain witnesses information if
possible.
Await instructions from Law Enforcement.
Follow report-writing procedures

For passive assailant:
•
•
•
•

Notify FITM security of the type of crime being reported.
Request an FITM management official.
Remain with the victim until released by FITM management.
FITM management will initiate an incident report.

5.11 Active Shooter
Notify FITM management on Radio Channel 1
As unlikely a scenario as it might be for such a small festival, Fire in the Mountains will be
prepared should an active shooter scenario unfold. All core FITM staff will take FEMA IS-907
Active Shooter: What Can You Do training. Active shooter situations are unpredictable and
evolve quickly. Because active shooter situations are often over within 10 to 15 minutes, before
law enforcement arrives on the scene, individuals must be prepared both mentally and physically
to deal with an active shooter situation.
Good practices for coping with an active shooter situation:
•
•
•
•
•

Be aware of your environment and any possible dangers
Take note of the two nearest exits in any facility you visit
If you are in an office, stay there and secure the door
If you are in a hallway, get into a room and secure the door
Run, Hide, Fight
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Additional active shooter training provided by FEMA here:
How to respond when an active shooter is in the viscidity:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Quickly determine the most reasonable way to protect your own life.
Remember that customers and clients are likely to follow the lead of
employees and managers during an active shooter situation.
Notify Festival Dispatch of the presence of an active shooter
Provide Festival Dispatch with:
1. Location of the active shooter
2. Number of shooters, if more than one
3. Physical description of shooter(s)
4. Number and type of weapons held by the shooter(s)
5. Number of potential victims at the location of the shooter
6. Direction of travel
FITM management will notify Law Enforcement to:
1. If on site, via radio
2. If off site, via 911
Have an escape route in mind. If there is a safe path to evacuate, do so
immediately.
Evacuate regardless of whether others agree to follow.
Leave your belongings behind.
Help others escape, if possible and safe to do so.
Prevent individuals from entering an area where the active shooter may be.
Keep your hands visible
Follow the instructions of any Law Enforcement
Do not attempt to move wounded people
If evacuation is not possible, find a place to hide where the active shooter is
less likely to find you.
1. Hiding place should be out of the active shooter’s view
2. Provide protection if shots are fired in your direction (i.e., an office
with a closed and locked door)
3. Be out of the active shooter’s view
4. Provide protection if shots are fired in your direction (i.e., an office
with a closed and locked door.
5. Not trap you or restrict your options for movement
To prevent an active shooter from entering your hiding place:
1. Lock the door
Blockade the door with heavy furniture
If the active shooter is nearby:
Lock the door
1. Silence your cell phone and/or pager
2. Turn off any source of noise (i.e., radios, televisions)
3. Hide behind large items (i.e., cabinets, desks)
4. Remain quiet
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•
•

If evacuation and hiding out are not possible:
1. Remain calm
2. Take action against the active shooter
As a last resort, and only when your life is in imminent danger, attempt to
disrupt and/or incapacitate the active shooter by:
1. Acting as aggressively as possible against him/her
2. Throwing items and improvising weapons
3. Yelling
4. Committing to your actions

When law enforcement arrives, there purpose is to stop the active shooter as soon as possible. To
assist their process, individuals should:
Remain calm, and follow officers’ instructions
Put down any items in your hands (i.e., bags, jackets)
Immediately raise hands and spread fingers
Keep hands visible at all times
Avoid making quick movements toward officers such as holding on to them
for safety
6. Avoid pointing, screaming and/or yelling
7. Do not stop to ask officers for help or direction when evacuating, just proceed
in the direction from which officers are entering the premises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Once you have reached a safe location or an assembly point, you will likely be held in that area
by law enforcement until the situation is under control, and all witnesses have been identified
and questioned. Do not leave until law enforcement authorities have instructed you to do so.

5.12 Civil Disturbance/Riot
Identifying dangerous crowd behavior will lead to a greater efficacy in safely executing
Fire in the Mountains. Aggressive behavior or inflammatory language are first signs to
look for in a crowd. Participants looking to arouse the crowd or gather in unusual places
should be monitored. Security should be notified, and they should continue to monitor
this behavior. Should the behavior begin to escalate further, security should intervene
and disrupt the escalation. If escalation is unavoidable, music and the event will be shut
down and Law Enforcement notified.
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5.13 Lost Persons
Notify FITM management on Radio Channel 1
In the chance that a child or adult guest is separated from their group and is seeking assistance in
finding their party, or a group is seeking assistance finding someone they have lost, quick and
decisive action is imperative. Staff will inform FITM management of a lost person over the
radio, indicating where they were last seen, or what location that person was found in. FITM
management will ensure a festival representative is with the lost person and escorted to the First
Aid Station. FITM management will make a “lost person” broadcast over security radio
channels. FITM management will coordinate a search for lost persons on the event grounds.
FITM management will provide an accurate description of person including name, height,
weight, gender, age, hair color, clothing, and other distinguishable characteristics. If it is
suspected that the person has left the event grounds, FITM management will report the missing
persons to Sheriff’s on duty.
If the missing persons is a lost child, the same procedures will follow with the addition of
restricting vehicle egress and/or all vehicles will be inspected before they are allowed to exit the
property. Jeff Moran, FITM MC, will make an announcement on stage of the name, height,
weight, gender, age, hair color, clothing description, and other distinguishable characteristics.
Once the person is reunited with their party, event staff/FITM management will broadcast over
security radio channels. FITM management will coordinate the reunification with the reporting
party.

6 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND SECURITY PLAN
Fire in the Mountains has always, and will always continue to be, dedicated to ensuring our event
is carried out with the safety and security of both participants and stakeholders being of primary
concern. Fire in the Mountains will be committing to the following to ensure safety and security
are upheld:

● We are requesting the presence of four sheriff deputies from the Teton County Sheriff
Department to be present during the festival hours of 6pm – midnight on Friday July
22nd, as well as on both Saturday July 23rd and Sunday July 24th from 4pm – midnight. 8
hours of overtime, dinner and travel compensation are all part of the offered package. We
feel confident that these offerings are incentive enough to gain the highest interest
possible to obtain available deputies.
● High Rock Security from Gerlach, Nevada has been hired to run festival and camping
security. Since 2002, High Rock Security has brought expertise and rich experience to
events and security situations of all sizes. They grew out of the desire to bring calm to
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●
●

any storm. And it remains at the core of what they we do. They work in close cooperation
with public agencies including local, state, and federal law enforcement, medical and fire
professionals, and other agencies from all over the US. High Rock’s staff is cross-trained
in many disciplines including access control, investigations, surveillance, martial arts,
vehicle patrol, first aid, and search & rescue. Their experienced team is selected for their
observational and interpersonal skills. They respond to highly delicate situations with
professionalism and discretion and prevent issues from escalating. They follow a nonconfrontational philosophy. While not using physical force to solve issues is the desired
outcome, they will always employ what is needed to keep everyone safe. High Rock
Security is the industry leader in special event security (around 50 events per year), as
proven by their track record of clients – Burning Man, Symbiosis, and Lightning in a
Bottle to name a few.
In addition to having the expertise and experience of High Rock Security, Fire in the
Mountains has hired Clint Travers and TJ Sullivan to help High Rock Security coordinate
all security and safety needs before, during, and after the festival. Clint Travers and TJ
Sullivan will be the point contact people for High Rock Security. Clint and TJ have
headed security at the 2018 and 2019 renditions of Fire in the Mountains. These two
have a perspective of Fire in the Mountains is, and will be the local liaison for High Rock
Security. Clint is trained in Bears, de-escalation, minimum impact, crowd control, first
aid and managed security at hundred of music events around the Pacific Northwest. TJ
was head of security for The Pink Garter Theater for many years and is trained in crowd
control and first aid.
High Rock Security will bring 27 trained security personnel, in addition to Clint Travers
and TJ Sullivan, this creates 29 security personnel which is a ratio of 1 security personnel
to 69 ticket holders. This cuts the normal ratio of security to ticket holder by nearly half
for what’s common in similar events.
Security personnel will be stationed at the main stage, second stage, festival entrance,
fence line that separates the horse pasture and the river, the parking lot, along the Buffalo
Valley Road, and in both camping areas. There will also be three security personnel as
floaters.
There will be a security headquarters RV positioned close to the festival entrance.
Fire in the Mountains will provide the Wyoming State Highway Patrol with site maps and
a contact list of festival operators and High Rock Secuirty, so they are familiaraized with
the location of the event to ensure a prompt response in case their services were needed.
Every vehicle will be searched by High Rock Security personnel for firearms, fireworks,
and glass. Any of these prohibited items will be required to be left in the vehicle. If an
individual is unwilling to comply or appears adjitated by this, this individual will be
asked to either put the prohibited items elsewhere off the property or asked to leave
permanently.
Numerous emails will be sent to every ticket holder before the event outlining rules,
prohibited items, and that there will be a vehicle search upon arrival.
No trespassing, no camping, and no parking signs will be posted along the Buffalo Valley
Road.
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A comprehensive walkthrough of the festival grounds and camping area will be requested
by Fire in the Mountains to all relevant and interested government agencies to ensure the
highest measures of safety are taken into account.
EMS Unlimited has been hired to run 24-hour first aid for the festival grounds and the
camp grounds. This professional and experienced organizations run first aid for large
scale events around the United Sates.
All emergency response vehicles will have uninhibited access to both festival entrances
and exits creating quick and direct access in case of an emergency. Emergency vehicle
turnaround lanes will be marked and kept clear.
The Heart Six Ranch main office will have a Fire in the Mountains two-way radio with
its own designated channel. In the event of an emergency Fire in the Mountains security
will be able to radio to Heart Six Ranch for an immediate phone call to 9-11.
Fire in the Mountains will hire Weather Ops to survey potential severe weather risks 24
hours per day during the festival hours (see attached Severe Weather Evacuation Plan in
Appendices). Additionally, Fire in the Mountains will be equipped with a NOAA
satellite weather radio for an added advanced notification of inclement severe weather.

7 PARKING AND TRAFFIC
Primary parking will be designated to a 500,000 square foot rectangular grid in the 79-acre horse
pasture. This parking area is conveniently located directly at the entrance to the venue off the
Buffalo Valley Road to promote efficient traffic flow and reduce traffic congestion. Cars will be
able to drive directly into the parking area through a clearly marked and visible general parking
entrance and guided by a parking attendant on the Buffalo Valley Road at the general parking
entrance.
Three parking attendants and three parking security personnel will be located in the parking area
to assist in an orderly parking grid, which will be mapped out in advance (see Exhibit D). All
parking attendants will be wearing highly visible vests for safety. Parking security personnel
will be performing vehicle searches for firearms, fireworks, and glass, as mentioned in the Law
Enforcement and Security Plan. Having three parking security personnel will allow for three
vehicles to be searched at the same time, allowing for an efficient and continuous flow of traffic.
Every 100 feet, each row and lane of travel will be marked with stakes, twine, and visible ribbon
to guide the parking attendant in adhering to the parking grid.
A maximum of 50 recreational vehicles under 30 feet in length will have their own entrance a
quarter mile down the Buffalo Valley Road adjacent to the Heart 6 Ranch guest parking area. In
this case, there will be parking attendants at the general parking entrance who will advise all
recreational vehicles on how to arrive at their own entrance which is located directly across from
the Buffalo Valley Café just down the road from the main entrance. This entrance will be staffed
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by another parking attendant who will advise each recreational vehicle on how to drive into the
allocated recreational vehicle parking area located in the main event space.
Another parking attendant will be located in the recreational vehicle parking area to guide each
vehicle in an orderly parking grid mapped out in advanced. Each general parking space will be
10 feet wide by 20 feet in length, as coded in the Teton County Land Development Regulations
to be a safe size for parking spaces.
Each recreational vehicle parking space will be 20 feet by 30 feet to give ample space for all
recreational vehicle sizes under the festival-imposed regulation of less than 30 feet in length per
recreational vehicle. Recreational vehicle parking permits will be issued and tracked ahead of
time through the official event website.
Parking for staff will be located at the far end of the general admission parking grid closest to the
Buffalo Fork River (as indicated on the map). All vehicles will be at least 150 feet from the
Buffalo Fork River. Each staff parking space will be 10 feet wide by 20 feet in length.
Handicap parking will be made available directly next to the festival entrance and box office.
In order to reduce traffic on the Buffalo Valley Road, Fire in the Mountains incentivizes
carpooling by offering free parking for vehicles with 3 or more people. Additionally, many
ticketholders will be staying at Heart Six Ranch, The Hatchet Resort, Lutton’s Teton Cabins, and
Togwotee Mountain lodge. These ticketholders will be utilizing the parking lots provided for
guests at these lodges, which further reduces the parking load within the festival area. There will
be shuttles provided to transport guests between these lodges and the event grounds. There will
also be shuttles to and from the airport to bring people flying into the Jackson Hole Airport to the
festival grounds. Ample parking, and entrance and exit signage will be located on the Buffalo
Valley Road and in the parking lot itself. No parking signs will be placed every 100 feet along
the Buffalo Valley Road from the Teton Wilderness Road to after the property of Heart Six
Ranch. Our parking plan is purposefully designed to accommodate more cars than we are
expecting. An independent calculation of the parking area by GOAL determined that 1743
vehicles can park in the general parking area and RV parking area alone. Given a ratio of 2.8
ticket holders per vehicle in 2019, we predict we will have around 800 vehicles (including staff,
vendors, and bands) coming to the festival if 2,000 tickets were to be sold. We have
purposefully designed this parking plan so we aren’t utilizing the land to it’s maximum load and
occupancy.
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8 WASTE MANAGEMENT AND SANITATION
8.1 Human Waste
64 porta-potties and 8 sinks have been reserved from Macy’s Services in Jackson, Wyoming
which gives us a maximum ratio of 1 porta-potty per 32 people. This is much less than an
industry standard of 1 porta-potty per 50 people for similar events. 40 porta-potties will be
located in the festival ground and 24 porta-potties Will be located in the campgrounds. Macy’s
Services will deliver on Thursday July 21st, and will pick up on Monday July 25th. All portapotties will be serviced by Macy’s Services on Sunday July 24th to ensure they are not overused
and clean.

8.2 Trash and Recycling
6 areas within the concert venue will be designated as “trash areas.” In these areas there will be
3 designated receptacles each for trash, plastic, and aluminum cans. Volunteers will check the
trash levels each hour to dispose of trash and recycling and replenish trash bags as necessary.
Trash and recycling will be stored in designated “trash trucks” rented from Storage Stables, as
these are bear safe. Each camping area will also have 6 “trash areas” and will be monitored and
dealt with in the same manner as within the concert venue. After the event all trash and
recyclables will be disposed of at recycling centers and the Teton County Dump. The use of
reusable cups will be incentivized by offering discounted drinks for people using reusable cups.
Reusable cups will be sold in the festival grounds and at the box office.

8.3 Festival Ground Maintenance & Leave No Trace Ethic
Volunteers and event staff will be employed after the event on each night to clean the festival
grounds to ensure it’s in as pristine condition as we found it. Monday July 25th will be entirely
devoted towards cleaning the venue and leaving it in a pristine condition exemplifying a LeaveNo-Trace ethic. We will enact all best environmental practices to ensure a healthy and safe
environment for all people, plants, and wildlife, as well as all natural resources in the area. We
will reduce waste by offering reusable cups. Emails will be sent to all ticket holders a week
before the festival. The email will stress the importance of using reusable cups, reducing waste,
keeping the festival grounds clean, and being responsible for your own waste by storing it in the
designated trash trucks. Ollie Tripp will be responsible for maintenance and clean up.

8.4 Bear Safety
Next to each “trash truck” in the campgrounds there will be a “food storage truck” rented from
storage stables. There will be a total of 6 storage trucks in the main camp ground, 2 in the small
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campground by the festival grounds, and 2 more for the festival grounds. These trucks will act
as large bear boxes for the campers to store food and other scented materials. Each truck will
have temporary shelving so campers can neatly stack their food, coolers, bags, etc. in the trucks.
Similar trucks will be in the festival grounds as well for storage of food, trash, and other scented
items.
An email will be sent to each ticketholder a week before the festival stressing the importance of
storing all food and trash in these trucks. Upon arrival, at both the box office check in and the
camping check in, ticketholders will be reminded of the importance of storing food and trash in
these trucks. Camping security staff will be diligent about ensuring all food and trash is stored in
these trucks. Camping security staff will have the right to move a person’s food and trash to a
storage truck if a camper leaves the food or trash unattended.
A bear safety course will be given by Daniel Thompson, from Wyoming Game & Fish, on
Friday July 22nd at 4:00 pm, and on Saturday July 23rd at noon. Campers will be incentivized to
take the class by getting a 50% refund on the cost of their camping ticket if they take the class.

9 NOISE ABATEMENT AND MONITORING
Fire in the Mountains has a track record of staying under the 55-decibel limit at the property
boundary during both the 2018 and 2019 festival, as indicated by both our lead sound engineer,
Kelly Stevens, as well as sheriff deputies present for the festival.
Precision Audio Services has been hired to measure the decibels and record the data during all
hours of amplified music. Precision Audio Services will be using the world’s only recognized
equipment for accurately measuring and recording decibels, called the Smaart SPL. This will
finally give Fire in the Mountains, concerned residents of Buffalo Valley, and Teton County
accurate data on sound decibel measurements created by Fire in the Mountains.
In addition to having Precision Audio Services measure and record sound data, they will be also
overseeing all sound mitigation operations during the festival. Precision Audio Services is one
of the nation’s most experienced and trusted experts in sound mitigation of outdoor events.
Precision Audio Services has already created a Noise Abatement Report for the 2022 festival.
The full report is available as Exhibit E. Below is an outline of noise abatement techniques that
will be utilized during the festival:
•

We have already rented an advanced monitor and PA system from Hughes Productions.
This system is designed specifically for outdoor music events with decibel meter
limitations. It focuses the sound waves on a specific location rather than dissipating the
sound waves in all different directions.
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•

The Main PA system on the main stage will have a longer length than in previous years.
In previous years the PA system had 4 elements. In 2022 the PA system will have 7
elements. By expanding the length of the main arrays, the system gains directivity in
the low-frequency range, which is the most problematic and most likely to disturb
neighbors.

•

Cardioid subwoofer arrays - Due to the length of the wavelengths of bass frequencies
(10 – 30 ft+), subwoofers cannot be simply aimed like full-range loudspeakers can. The
sound energy tends to radiate in all directions regardless of the direction the enclosure
is physically pointing. In an effort to constrain radiation to the forward direction
(audience area), cardioid subwoofer arrays will be implemented. This configuration
involves deploying several subwoofers with mathematically determined spacing and
signal processing, which results in the rear-ward energy being drastically reduced,
typically on the order of 10 – 12 decibels.

•

Sound levels will be closely monitored by Precision Audio Services during the sound
checks on all days of the festival. During these sound checks Precision Audio Services
will have radio communication the sound engineers. Precision Audio Services will be
able to communicate to the sound engineers when they are coming close to the 55
decibel limit at the property boundary. The sound engineers will then mark sound
board levels so the sound coming out of the PA is never above a level that exceeds 55
decibels at the property boundary. This technique essentially puts a “sound limit” of
sorts where the sound engineers can’t exceed certain levels on the sound board.

•

The stage will be angled more in a southerly direction. This will concentrate the travel
of sound away from the residents of Buffalo Valley.

•

The PA speakers will be angled facing in towards each other and pointing slightly down.
This will concentrate the sound on the middle of the concert venue rather than outward
towards the residents of Buffalo Valley.

•

Sound barrier material will be positioned around the drum kit. This will block the higher
end sounds that drums create. These sounds travel farther and are louder than other
sounds. This will highly reduce the impact of drum sounds on the residents and wildlife
of Buffalo Valley.

•

More broad-sided vehicles will be at Fire in the Mountains this year than last year.
These vehicles include food vendors, band vans, and U-Haul trucks rented for the
purpose of trash disposal and food storage. All these vehicles will be parked in a way
that surrounds the concert venue creating a wall of solid surface space. This will block
sound traveling in all directions, thus reducing sound levels on the residents and wildlife
of Buffalo Valley.
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•

There will be a strict afterhours noise ordinance in the camping area. No music through
speakers or radios will be permitted after 12:00am. The camping area will have 24-hour
security personnel presence.

•

This sound mitigation plan will be shared with all sound engineers employed by Fire in
the Mountains and Precision Audio Services. It will also be shared with Hughes
Productions who will be setting up the stage and monitors. On the morning Friday July
22nd , 2022 there will be a meeting between the sound engineers, Precision Audio
Services adn Hughes Productions so they can go over this sound mitigation plan
together and be sure all their set up is in line with this sound mitigation plan. They will
then have a meeting after the first sound check where levels will be set based on the
decibel reading composed at the neighboring landowners’ properties. They will discuss
these levels that are set and make any infrastructural changes that could help reduce
sound levels even more. This will increase communication and ensure everyone is on
the same page.

Below is a list of the sound engineers for Fire in the Mountains.
o Kelly Stevens
▪

Principle sound engineer and lighting director for Austin City Limits in
Austin, Texas. Lead sound engineer for WYOBASS. Experienced with
sound meters and use for outdoor events to help establish sound levels
to mitigate sound waves leaving properties for outdoor music events.
Lead sound engineer for Fire in the Mountains since its conception.

o Steven Jackson
▪

Front of House Sound Engineering for Live Nation (formerly Soda Jerk
Presents before buyout) in Denver, CO. Freelance Front Of House Sound
Engineering for AEG Presents in Denver CO. Touring Front Of House
Sound Engineer for Emma Ruth Rundle

o Steve Goldberg
▪

Front of House Sound Engineering for AEG Presents in Denver Colorado.
Freelance Front of House Sound Engineering for Festivals internationally.
Touring Front of House Sound Management for The Flaming Lips.

o TJ Smith
▪

Alumni from Berklee College of Music. 10 years as the primary concert
promoter for Live Nation and Electric Factory Concerts. 10 Years as the
principal festival and artist Manager for Live Nation and Electric Factory
Concerts, Philadelphia, PA.
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o Hughes Productions will be supplying us with a sound technician as part of the
sound equipment package we have rented from them.

10 RECLAMATION OF IMPACTED SOILS AND VEGETATION
Fire in the Mountains considers itself an environmental business. We take into account the
Triple-Bottom-Line approach with all internal decisions made, ensuring each decision is as
socially just, ecologically sustainable, and as economically viable as is possible. Coupled with
our “Beyond Leave-No-Trace” ethic and the Buffalo Fork River Restoration Scholarship
Program (more on that in the section below), Fire in the Mountains will enact the best possible
environmental practices available, working with Alder Environmental and Whole Systems
Design, LLC, to develop a long-term, five to ten year Master Plan to rehabilitate and regenerate
the venue grounds in, and around, Heart 6 Ranch.
The venue grounds where people will be parking, viewing music, eating food, and camping is a
79-acre, 100-year-old horse pasture. Every year, for the past decade-plus, Heart 6 Ranch has
pastured roughly 100-150 horses on the site. The result of such activity has caused Y2
Environmental Consultants to deem the land as “highly degraded horse pasture,” in the
Environmental Analysis conducted in 2020. Such a categorization was not surprising, as the
degraded nature of the land played a part in our decision to carry-out our festival there knowing
our impact would actually give parts of the pasture time to rest, since horses will not be on the
property during the operation of the festival. However, as mentioned, Fire in the Mountains
views itself as an environmental organization and is in a position to begin developing our longterm positive impact on the land, ensuring we have a plan in place to not only revitalize a
sensitive piece of property, but make it is more resilient in the face of experiencing a hotter, drier
climate. Such a plan is in its first stages of development, but we plan to have presentable
schematic designs and a conceptual master plan in place within the month..
Some of such design parameters to be outlined are as follows; carbon sequestration due to
revegetating the pasture itself, as well as the sensitive wetlands and riverbank zones on and
around the property; restorative river bank construction to prevent additional erosion;
regenerative ecosystem remediation to enhance wildlife biodiversity on-site and in the
surrounding Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem at large. While the reseeding and maintenance on
the pasture itself is a decision which can only be made by Heart 6 owner, Frank Chapman, Fire
in the Mountains, Alder Environmental and Whole Systems Design will ensure a comprehensive
ecosystem regeneration plan is in place by Spring of this year, guaranteeing proper stewardship
of the land will be in place as long as our festival exists.
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10.1 Buffalo Fork River Restoration Scholarship Program
In partnership with the Snake River Fund, the National Forest Service, Alder Environmental and
Whole-Systems Design, LLC, Fire in the Mountains will carry-out the development of a 10-year
Buffalo Fork Wilderness Restoration Plan, initially targeting the Buffalo Fork watershed and
expanding to encompass parts of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem within close proximity to
Heart 6 Ranch. The aim of such a project is to maximize the positive impact our festival has on
the surrounding landscape, while offering financial aid and an educational experience for 25
scholarship recipients who will be responsible for the labor involved during the festival weekend.
Each year there will be a new application process for us to choose a batch of recipients from.
Once selected they will receive a fully compensated weekend pass to the festival in return for 2
days of work throughout the course of the weekend, though project work will not be limited to
the weekend of our festival. Each phase of development in our Master Design Plan will involve
numerous hours leading up to the festival, as well as construction days in the Fall. With the help
of the above-mentioned organizations, we will solidify adequate funding and volunteers to
ensure all work is conducted on schedule. Alder Environmental will be heading up the initial
1–3-year plan focusing on the immediate needs of the Buffalo Fork River as it juts up against
Heart 6 Ranch’s land, and with the guidance of the NRCS, NFS, and the Snake River Fund,
Whole Systems Design, LLC, will be developing the long-term vision and approach. We are
planning to have a new project to implement and buildout every year that our festival exists.
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This report outlines information about sound level measurement
and abatement as it pertains to the Fire In the Mountains Fest
2022.
It includes some background information on how sound levels are
measured and classified, describes modifications to the sound
system design and deployment with the goal of better containing
the sound energy to the audience area, and describes real-time
monitoring efforts that will be employed during the event.
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Background Information

Sound level measurement is a commonly misunderstood topic. Although it may be
appealingly simple to observe a simple numerical value on an iPhone app or a
handheld sound level meter (SLM), the reality is more complex. A dB value stated
without its contextual suffix (a “naked” dB value) lacks the technical information to be
meaningful or actionable. The IEC 61672 standard, which governs sound level
measurement devices, describes multiple frequency and time weightings, all of which
are in common use in professional sound level measurement contexts. For this reason,
statements about sound level must always indicate frequency and time weighting to
be considered meaningful.

Frequency Weighting
Two frequency weightings are in common use: A Weighting and C weighting. Simply
put, C Weighting includes low-frequency energy (subwoofers) in the measurement,
while A Weighting does not.
With regards to characterizing nuisance noise, C Weighting is the more logical choice,
as low-frequency energy propagates the furthers outdoors and through structures and
so is most likely to cause nuisance, and A Weighting virtually ignores this lowfrequency energy.
However, almost all nuisance noise laws on the books in the United States specify A
Weighting, likely due to ill-advised adaptation from the (no longer enforced) Noise
Control Act of 19721. For this reason, we might be tempted to assume that any
environmental or nuisance noise regulations imply A Weighted values, even though no
weighting is specified, rendering the regulation incomplete from a technical
perspective.
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https://www.gsa.gov/cdnstatic/Noise_Control_Act_of_1972.pdf
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The distinction between A and C weighting is not a trivial one. With typical live music
material, the difference between the two (“C-A”) can be expected to be
approximately 10 dB or more. Thus, from a legal / enforcement standpoint, it is not
possible to agree on whether a sound level limit has been violated unless the text of
the limit specifies a frequency weighting.

Time Weighting
Similarly, multiple time weightings are specified by Standard and are in common use in
professional sound level measurement. Since all give different results, it is critical that
a time weighting be specified for a sound level limit to be actionable, measurable, or
enforceable.
Although users of inexpensive (non-Class Compliant) handheld meters and smartphone
applications are most familiar with the time weighting options Slow and Fast, these
were developed for industrial steady-state noise measurements, and are the least
commonly used in professional sound level measurement applications surround live
events because they are too reactive to be meaningful or repeatable. (Slow has an
integration time of 1000 milliseconds and Fast has an integration time of 125ms. For
context, the Fast metric integrates over approximately the same amount of time as it
takes a human to blink their eyes.)
Sound level measurement in the context of live events has largely standardized on a
time-averaged metric that yields equivalent level over a period (Leq). The number in
the suffix indicates the number of minutes over which the average is taken. For
example, Leq 10 indicates a ten-minute average. The averaging allows the
measurement to provide meaningful data when applied to program material with high
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dynamic range, such as live music, and to be robust against falsely inflated readings
from short-term environmental noises such as a passing vehicle or aircraft.2
Thus, since these different time weightings produce different values, any actionable /
enforceable sound level limit should specify time weighting.

2

Applicable standards also specify “Peak” and “Impulse” ballistics which are useful for health and safety evaluations of
transient noises such as in manufacturing environments, but are not application within the context of this discussion.

Ambient and Environmental
Noise Levels

On September 1, 2021, ambient noise level measurements were conducted at two
locations along the Heart Six Ranch property line (along Buffalo Valley Rd). This data
will establish ambient levels in the absence of any events or activities on the property
and help contextualize how much the ambient levels at the property line might
increase during a music event.
The ambient noise history timeline from two locations along Buffalo Valley Road is
presented in Figures 1 & 2.

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Metric
LCeq 1
LAeq 1

Max
68.4
62.3

L10
65.9
60.3

L50
60.0
52.3

L90
58.0
51.6

When measured as a 1-minute average (Leq 1), max ambient levels between the two
locations exceeded 62 dBA and 68 dBC. From this, we learn that ambient noise levels
at the property line exceed the current LDR language of “55 dB” (no time or frequency
weighting specified) even with no events happening.

Sound System Design and Deployment

After a site visit was conducted and ambient noise levels were measured, several
modifications to the planned sound system design and deployment are suggested:
1. Main Stage – Main PA – longer line length.
By expanding the length of
the main arrays, the
system gains directivity in
the low-frequency range,
which is the most
problematic and most
likely to disturb neighbors.
Figure 3, adjacent, shows
the previous system
deployment of 4 elements Figure 3
per side (top) versus the
recommended 2022 deployment of 7 elements per side (bottom). Note the
increased directional control caused by the longer line length, which results in
more of the system’s low frequency energy being directed where intended (the
audience area) and less energy elsewhere.
Althought we expect to use line array technology on the secondary stage as well,
this is not as critical of an application since the stage faces away from the
adjacent properties who stand the highest likelhood of disturbance.
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2. Main Stage and Secondary Stage – Cardioid subwoofer arrays. Due to the length
of the wavelengths of bass frequencies (10 – 30 ft+), subwoofers cannot be
simply aimed like full-range loudspeakers can. The sound energy tends to radiate
in all directions regardless of
the direction the enclosure is
physically pointing. In an
effort to constrain radiation
to the forward direction
(audience area), cardioid
subwoofer arrays will be
implemented. This
configuration involves
deploying several
Figure 4
subwoofers with
mathematically determined spacing and signal processing, which results in the
rear-ward energy being drastically reduced (typically on the order of 10 – 12 dB
in the field). See Figure 4, adjacent.
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Realtime Monitoring
During the event, real-time level monitoring using class-compliant, calibrated sound
level logging equipment will be conducted at the property line along Buffalo Valley
Road. In addition, calibrated sound level monitoring equipment will be deployed at mix
position, providing real-time
feedback for the mix
engineers to manage levels.
Both locations will be
collecting time-stamped log
data, which can be used to
establish an objective record
of what levels occurred at
what times. In this way, all
involved parties will be
working from the basis of the
same data, and the on-site
sound level engineer will be
able to coordinate and
manage the situation in real Figure 5 - Realtime SPL monitoring example. On the left monitor, real-time SPL meters are visible
time based on the generated
data. After the event, this data will be made available upon request to the authority
having jurisdiction.
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Summary and Objectives
A review of the data presented above as well as additional considerations gathered on
site supports the following assertions:
1. Ambient noise measurements conducted at the property line reveal that the
sound level limits specified by the current LDR language are unachievable, even in
the absence of a live music event, due to noise from wind and passing vehicles.
2. FITM organizers are taking seriously the issue of nuisance noise and have
proactively instituted numerous changes and improvements to their production
strategy with the intent of managing and reducing potential disturbance to
neighbors.
3. Since Class-Compliant sound level logging equipment will be deployed at the
property line during the event at FITM’s expense, FITM offers to make a copy of
the log data available to local authorities to serve as an objective basis for further
discussion surrounding the topic of nuisance noise management.

Hamilton Smith, Principal Planner
Teton County Planning Division
PO Box 1727 | 200 South Willow Street
Jackson, WY 83001

March 03, 2022

RE: CUP2021-0007
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Conditional Use Permit application
for the Fire in the Mountains Music and Arts Festival (CUP2021-0007), located at 16945 Buffalo
Valley Road, on lands owned by Buffalo Valley Land & Cattle. The TCD staff does not interpret
whether applications are in conflict with Teton County Land Development Regulations (LDR)
but generally notes deficiencies and provides best management practice suggestions. TCD staff
did not conduct a site visit but are generally familiar with the natural resources of the property
and area.
Natural Resource Setbacks
The following excerpt is from page 13 of 39 in the CUP application:
“The owner of the property disputes this river setback delineation on the grounds that
the setback is not measured from the mean high water or top of bank. Furthermore, the
overall site area of the subject parcels included in this application exceeds 70 acres and
is used for agricultural purposes. Based on this, LDR Section 6.1.3.B.2.d, which exempts
agricultural uses from natural resource buffers, including 150’ river setbacks.
Considering the above, the yearround agricultural use is permitted to impact lands
within the buffer. Considering the oneweekend-per-year, temporary nature of the
proposed use, and that the existing agricultural use is permitted to disturb the land in
which a portion of the Outdoor Reception use is proposed to be located, the property
owner’s notion is that the proposed conditional use be exempted from the river setback
in the same manner that the agricultural use is exempted.”
TCD questions the proponent’s notion that the activity (music and arts festival) be exempted
from a natural resource setback in the same manner that agricultural use is exempted. Agriculture
is singled out in Land Development Regulations as an exempted use for explicit purposes,
including its recognition as a traditional and essential land use, in addition to a myriad of other
overarching community benefits.

Conserving our natural resources – air, land, water, vegetation, and wildlife
420 W. Pearl Ave.
P.O. Box 1070
Jackson, Wyoming 83001

307/733-2110 P
307/733-8179 F
carlin@tetonconservation.org

Resource Impacts
The application also states, on page 12 of 39,
“At the heart of everything Fire in the Mountains does, is integrity. Thus, it’s
imperative to mention that FITM takes a regenerative approach when carrying out its
festival. Part of that regenerative approach is to create a Net-Positive impact upon the
land being directly used, as well as the health of the surrounding environment – i.e. the
sensitive and diverse Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.”
It is commended that the applicant plans a riparian restoration activity as part of the festival to
support natural resources in the surrounding landscape. The theme of a net-positive,
regenerative, and sensitive approach to this event is also commendable. These practices are
familiar to TCD, and we would like to note two things: 1) these are hard to measure even for
trained professionals, although it doesn’t discount the intent; 2) and perhaps more importantly,
what is lacking in the applicant’s statement is a commitment to avoiding disturbance in the first
place. On this second point, wherever possible, best practice is to avoid disturbance in the first
place to limit the need for restoration. If the intent of this event is to instill an ethic of
stewardship, I am sure the applicants understand that avoiding disturbance within the setback to
this Wild and Scenic River is the best place to start.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.
Sincerely,

Carlin Girard
Executive Director

Conserving our natural resources – air, land, water, vegetation, and wildlife
420 W. Pearl Ave.
P.O. Box 1070
Jackson, Wyoming 83001

307/733-2110 P
307/733-8179 F
carlin@tetonconservation.org

Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request

From: Robb Sgroi <robb@tetonconservation.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 12:37 PM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: RE: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request

TCD reviewed the Operations Plan. It is understood that a 5-10 year Master Plan to rehabilitate and regenerate
the venue grounds in and around Heart 6 Ranch is in development, to be finalized spring 2022. It is also our
understanding the event organizer’s goal is to have a rehabilitation activity take place each year that the festival
itself takes place. No detail of the nature of this year’s rehabilitation activity was described.
TCD has no comment on the Operations Plan.
TCD did provide comment on March 03, 2022, relative to the CUP application for the Fire in the Mountains
Music and Arts Festival (CUP2021-0007). Thank you for your consideration of those comments.
Robb Sgroi
Land Resources Specialist | Teton Conservation District
Office: (307) 733-2110 | Cell: (307) 413-4474
420 W. Pearl Ave. | PO Box 1070 | Jackson, WY 83001

Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialist
ISA Certified Arborist. RM‐8201A
Email to and from me, in connection with the transaction of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records
Act and may be disclosed to third parties.
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request

From: Dave Gustafson <dgustafson@tetoncountywy.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 8:36 AM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: RE: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request
Hi Hamilton,
I’m assuming no parking on the County road? Thank you,
Dave
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: PRC - Fire in the Mountains

I have asked Fire Inspector Lisa Potzernitz to provide input on this event from the perspective of the Fire
Department. She will be inspecting the event the day prior and here are the bullet items shared.
You might have the event organizers reach back to Lisa to respond. I have cc’d Lisa on this email. Thank you!
























Fire Dept ingress/egress
Unobstructed access to drafting sources and other fire protection features maintained at all times.
Identify Water Supply (will there be an apparatus onsite?)
Fire safety & Evacuation plan
o emergency egress/escape routes
o notification to/for attendees
Open burning/recreational fires/portable outdoor fireplaces
o allowed?
o if so, location?
o extinguishment plan?
Weather monitoring person (July can be sketchy…)
Fire watch personnel/Crowd manager(s)
o exit locations
o egress plan
o rescue assistance location for persons with disabilities
Fire Extinguishers
Smoking
o only in designated areas (or not at all?)
o “no smoking” signs in all other areas
Grandstands/Bleachers?
Tents
o type
o location
o size/occupant load
Food Trucks/Cooking
o distribution?
o type (any open flame?/LPG?)
o adequate separation from Tents/Structures
Generator(s)
o away from combustibles
o isolated from public by physical guard/fence/enclosure
o fire extinguisher
Electrical equipment and wiring
o listed and labeled for outdoor use
Extension cords
o UL or CSA approved
o not crossing egress paths (or protected from foot traffic)
Adequate lighting to exits and egress paths
Lights securely hung
No pyrotechnics (including candles)
1





Stage
o only NEC approved wiring between platform and ground
o if construction material is combustible, are they coated with approved fire‐retardant chemical or paint?
Stage curtains?
o flame retardant certification
All scenery materials are flame resistant

Kathy Clay
Battalion Chief Fire Marshal
Jackson Hole Fire/EMS
(desk) 307-732-8506
Facebook JHFireEMS
www.jhfire-ems.org
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request

From: Rich Ochs <rochs@tetoncountywy.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 1:24 PM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: RE: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request
Hi Hamilton,
My comments are what I’d like to see in an operations plan from the applicant. I’d also like to stress that our division
doesn’t have the resources to be writing plans for special events, and at most we could help review and approve but
wouldn’t be writing any of this for the applicant:













Identify an event liaison with county emergency services to include name, title, and 24/7 contact info.
Outline the event staff organizational structure for day‐of event operations with contact information for senior
staff.
Have a procedure for event staff to monitor redundant systems for severe weather 24/7 during the event,
including but not limited to extreme cold, extreme heat, high wind, lighting, flooding, and hail.
Senior event staff should be registered for Teton County’s Nixle notification system to receive emergency alerts
they may need to relay to event participants
o Text TETON_WY to 888777 to sign up; after the event text STOP to 888777 to stop the alerts
Detailed emergency notification plan that explains how the event staff will relay emergency information to
event attendees
The name, title, and contact information for the event staff that have final say on shutting down the event
should that be necessary due to an emergency situation. This person should be prominently noted in the
operational plan and all event staff should be aware that they have the authority to immediately shut down the
event due to an emergency situation. Include the specific procedures for shutting down/cancelling the event
should that be necessary.
Procedures for how the event organizers will mitigate against, respond to, and recover from the following
incidents at the event venue that include, but not limited to:
o Severe weather (hail, lighting, high winds, extreme heat, extreme cold, flooding)
o Wildfire
o Civil disturbance (crushing/trampling/human stampede)
o Active assailant
o Threats of violence (bomb threat, active shooter threat, etc.)
An evacuation plan for the event that includes:
o Situations where an evacuation may need to be called for, the name of the event staff that can call for
an evacuation, and how they will notify staff and attendees of the need to evacuate
o Evacuation instructions that will be provided to attendees
o A map of the flow of an evacuation from the venue to a pre‐established rally point for attendee
reunification and accountability (event staff will need to make arrangements for a rally point with some
property owner)
o How event staff will facilitate attendee reunification and accountability at the rally point
A shelter‐in‐place plan for the event that includes:
o Situations where shelter‐in‐place may need to be called for, the name of the event staff that can call for
a shelter‐in‐place order, and how they will notify staff and attendees of the need to shelter‐in‐place.
o Shelter‐in‐place instructions that will be provided to attendees
o A map of locations where attendees can shelter‐in‐place at the event
1



o How event staff will let attendees know it is safe to return to the event
A statement in the operational plan from the event organizer accepting responsibility for finding shelter/feeding
for concert attendees if evacuation from the venue is required and attendees/staff cannot leave Teton County.

Also at this point I feel capping it at 2,000 participants is prudent given the distance from emergency services.
Rich Ochs, CEM®, MEP, WEM
Coordinator, Teton County Emergency Management
Chairman, Teton Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC)
Past‐President, Wyoming All‐Hazards Association (WAHA)
www.tetoncountywy.gov/em
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request

From: Sara Budge <sara.budge@wyo.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 3:02 PM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Re: Fire in the Mountains Plan Review Request
I can't remember if I replied.
A list of all food and beverage vendors must be submitted to Teton County Environmental Health 1 month prior to the
event and all applicable food licenses shall be applied for no less than two weeks prior to the event.
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains permit

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Michael Agricola <michael.agricola08@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:09 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains permit
Dear Commissioners,
Let me first say that I’m personally not a huge fan of “metal” music. My first experience with Fire in the Mountains was
several years ago and I was helping pour beer with Roadhouse Brewing Company. You could say I had an idea or
stereotype of what I was encounter during this festival, I couldn’t have been more wrong. Every single person at the
festival was kind, courteous, and so respectful of the space. People were constantly doing their parts to make sure they
left the area better than how they found it. Everyone was in beauty and awe to be able to enjoy the Tetons in this
fashion. It was such a humbling experience that I’ve helped out every year after that. That is why it would be such a
misfortune to not allow for this permit to be obtained. It would deprive hundreds of people experiencing our beloved
lands in their own way, with a little bit of music of their own. I ask you to please allow this permit and see what great
things this can do for the community, the people who travel from all ends of the earth, and the Heart Six Ranch.
Sincerely,
Michael Agricola
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CUP Permit 2021-0007
March 3, 2022
To the Teton County Planning Commission:
As a landowner with property adjacent to this venue, I write with objections to the proposed
CUP permit referenced. Per requirements, the CUP applicant is to prove “demonstration of
compliance with all applicable LDRs”. I do not believe this proposal is compliant in several
categories:

1. Safety:
Buffalo Valley is a very narrow, substandard county road. In the event of emergency (fire,
injury, death) there is very little room for emergency vehicles if the road is clogged with event
traffic. As there is only one way in/out to the highway from the venue site, I cannot imagine
anyone (event participant or BV resident) getting the resources needed in an emergency, nor
the evacuation process (human and livestock) in case of fire.
2. Community Character:
As noted in the application, the venue sits in the heart of land which is zoned (by your own
body and BCC) R1 (rural), SRO (scenic resources overlay) and NRO (natural resources overlay).
If you will refer to the definitions of those 3 zoning mandates, you will see that this event
contradicts all 3 zoning restrictions. Buffalo Valley is one of the last pastoral areas of Teton
County; the Fire in the Mountains Event is not “symbiotic” with this valley (as stated by the
applicant).
3. Noise:
This event causes disruption to the adjacent neighborhoods for several days through discordant
noise. While the applicant states he has tried to communicate with neighbors this has never
taken place, nor have we been given access to past “compliant sound measurements”. In a
valley where the typical “noise” might be an unhappy mule, the constant barrage of
exceedingly loud and angry sound is disruptive to the daily life of residents.
The Teton County Planning Commission was appointed by the Board of County Commissioners,
who were elected by all of the voters of Teton County. I implore you to do the job the
electorate has expected of you. Please deny CUP Permit 2021-0007.
With Gratitude for Your Service,
Mickey Babcock
25650 Evergreen Lane
Moran, WY 83013

307-730-8207
mickeybabcock@me.com

Hamilton Smith
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: CUP Permit 2021-0007
CUP Permit 2021.pdf

From: Mickey Babcock <mickeybabcock@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 1:31 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Cc: Natalia Macker <NMacker@tetoncountywy.gov>; Luther Propst <lpropst@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Newcomb
<mnewcomb@tetoncountywy.gov>; Greg Epstein <gepstein@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Barron
<mbarron@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: CUP Permit 2021‐0007
to our commissioners:
On. Your. Watch.
your decisions regarding CUP Permit 2021‐0007 will deeply affect your constituents, not just in buffalo valley but in all
areas of teton county.
i hope you will remember your decisions will have been made while on your watch…and i hope you will weigh that
responsibility carefully. we trusted you to make wise decisions for all.
i object to the approval of this permit on the basis of safety concerns, inappropriate use of land/zoning, and noise
disruptions (see letter to planning commission, attached). please take the concerns of the landowners adjacent to the
proposed venue seriously, and act accordingly.
thank you for your service to all of the residents of teton county.
mickey babcock
25650 evergreen lane
moran, WY 83013
mickeybabcock@me.com
307‐730‐8207/c
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: I support the passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit

From: Nonie Bocock <noniebocock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 11:43 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: I support the passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit
The Fire in the Mountains Festival promotes the kind of creativity and musical diversity that Teton County needs. I
believe it will absolutely benefit our community to have this festival take place. This is why I fully support the passage of
the Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit.
Thanks,
Nonie
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Approve fire in the mountain permit please!

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: bradlly1769 (null) <bradlly1769@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:29 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Approve fire in the mountain permit please!
Please approve this permit. This event is all about community and fun.
Sent from my iPhone
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Support of Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Berkeley Brooks <berkeleybrooks@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 9:24 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Support of Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit
This festival is absolutely amazing and most definitely helps teton county. It helps to bring in more music and culture
diversity that helps each and every one of us learn more about ourselves and those around us. You cannot take away the
hard work Jeremy has put into this festival for 8 years. He has poured his energy into it. Save the festival!!!!!!!
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: Andrew Calder <wfajhwy@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 10:20 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
Dear Commissioners:
I strongly urge you to approve the Conditional Use Permit for Fire in the Mountains 2022. This event brings revenue to
our community, with only minimal impact. Patrolling Sheriff’s deputies have remarked that they’ve been impressed with
the crowd’s behavior and friendliness, as well as the way they clean up after themselves.
I understand that some of the neighbors don’t care for the music. I live on Coyote Loop, within earshot the former Bar J
Chuckwagon. I grew tired of the same songs every night for 26 years, but have always recognized the value of this
wonderful and lucrative institution. I never complained. I know plenty of people who live near the rodeo grounds,
enduring the sounds of that 3x/week event, but they never….ok, they do complain. But they still live with it.
In any event, I’m sure the folks in Buffalo Valley will not truly suffer from a weekend of music.
It’s important for Jackson Hole to host a wide variety of cultural events, and this one is extraordinarily safe and well‐
organized. Let’s bring back Fire in the Mountains this summer!

Andy Calder
Passive: wfajhwy@gmail.com
Aggressive: 307‐413‐3810
Stalker: 2140 Coyote Loop, Wilson, WY 83014
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: SARA CARROLL <sarainwy@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 3, 2022 4:31 PM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains
Let me just address this particular event first. Looking simply at cost‐benefit, to whom do the benefits accrue? I’m
suggesting to really no one except Heart Six. And their efforts to garner every last dime by skating around regulations is
legendary here.
How many guests are they permitted even without this event? Do their advertised accommodations match this? Do
they have a permit to run commercial wagon trips down Buffalo Valley Road, as they now do?
I have no truck with commercial operations that are both permitted and in keeping with the nature and character of
Buffalo Valley. And I am acutely aware that our area of Jackson’s Hole is considered by many to be some kind of
backwater. To me it is not. It is the best that the valley has to offer.
Please look critically at what this proposed event entails. And what message it sends about what Jackson Hole
represents and what we invite into our home. Thank you for taking these remarks into consideration.
Sara Carroll
Buffalo Valley resident

Sent from Sara's iPad
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Dear Commissioners,
Thank you for taking the time to read and consider my comments on the request by Heart Six Ranch to
host a three day concert in Buffalo Valley this summer, and henceforth every year thereafter.
I question the wisdom of permanently granting the right to hold an outdoor heavy metal concert in a
wilderness area, in the height of summer, and in the certain face of an increasingly unmanageable
number of visitors to Jackson’s Hole. As you are well aware our resources and infrastructure are already
becoming overstressed. Imagine the coming years where in addition to accommodating those seeking
escape, Buffalo Valley is being hawked as a concert venue. I will take it on faith that not one you would
welcome this in your neighborhood, nor would the Center for the Arts or Walk Festival Hall, both of
which can readily welcome musical events for which they were specifically created.
Beyond the broader issues of incompatibility with community character, I find several details of the
event and proposed CUP approval that are perplexing. To me, it is quite remarkable that advertising and
ticket sales (ranging from $210 to $425 per person) from Fire in the Mountains have been sold in
advance of permission to even hold the event. There is either arrogance, stupidity or a sense of certain
approval here. And that the Planning Commission saw fit to approve it, I think wrongly, would seem to
signal to the applicants an imminent approval.
I see from the event’s sponsors that recommendations are made to rent a teepee or wagon on the Heart
Six ranch which I believe are not legal accommodations.
If you don’t want to camp this is your best option as it’s the exact location of the festival. You can rent
one of their rooms and still be right where everything is going down. Heart Six Ranch has a large
selection of rooms at different price points. If you are price conscious think about renting one of their
Teepees or Covered Wagons. This is also a good option as you will have shower access at Heart Six
Ranch, which campers do not have.
I note as well that intervention in closing down the festival is possible only if the event’s proprietor
should choose to do so. From the operations report “Jeremy Walker has sole authority to shut down the
festival for any given event and all subsequent festival organizers/managers listed below will report
directly to him any emergencies or incidents.” Is it reasonable that the one person who has the most to
profit from the event is the arbiter of what constitutes sufficient reason to stop the event?
The Operations plan states that “If there has been any violence, property damage, or credible threat,
law enforcement will be contacted immediately. It will be instructed to record any pertinent information
and to contact FITM management immediately.” I don’t mean to imply that this event would be more
likely than any other of its size to experience such issues, but only that the Teton County Sheriff’s office
is 45 minutes away without any summer traffic.
Others here in Buffalo Valley have written more elegantly and persuasively about this Pandora’s Box
before you. I add only the more simplistic issues I see that seem to indicate that the review of this
matter may have been less than it warrants. And Issues that to me fall under “common sense”. I urge
you to please use yours in deciding this matter.
Respectfully,
Sara Carroll
Teton Wilderness

Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: David Choi <davidtokichoi@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 6:19 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
Dear Commissioner,

Thank you for your attention, I just wanted to state that I, Kwang (David) Choi, fully support Fire in the Mountain and
accordingly passage of the Conditional Use Permit.

Thank you for your consideration and kind regards,

David
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountain CUP

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Pauline Chu <pauline.a.chu@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountain CUP
Dear County Commissioners,
I support the FITM event. The organizers of this event have done a great job over the years with planning this event
within a rural setting. This unique event fosters an appreciation and connects attendees to our natural surroundings.
Pauline Chu
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Support for Fire in the Mountains Permit Approval

From: Patrick Collins <pat@tetonbcrentals.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 7:36 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Support for Fire in the Mountains Permit Approval
Dear Teton County Commissioners,
I have written in support of Fire In the Mountains Fest before, but I want to reach out again before the upcoming public
hearing.
I've had the pleasure of attending the event with my family at Heart Six Ranch. The organizers and attendants were
extremely respectful of the land and surrounding neighbors. I am looking forward to attending again this upcoming
summer.
The noise concerns from the neighbors are unfounded due to the general low decibel output and the distance
separating them from the event.
Additionally I have worked with Jeremy, Alex, and Oliver on a business level. I own and operate Teton Backcountry
Rentals in Jackson. We have partnered with FITM to supply camping equipment for their guests. I am pleased to report
that our equipment was treated with respect and I am looking forward to growing this relationship in the future.
Please approve their Special Event Permit Application.
Sincerely,
Patrick Collins

‐‐
Patrick Collins
Teton Backcountry Rentals
www.tetonbcrentals.com
307‐828‐1885
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: Park Dunn‐Morrison <park@jhfinedining.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 1:05 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
Hello,
I’m writing to voice my support of the passage of the Conditional Use Permit for Fire in the Mountains. Thanks!

PARK DUNN-MORRISON

Vice President of Business Development
Cream + Sugar :: Bovine & Swine
1215 Gregory Lane
Jackson Hole, WY
O: 307-733-5010 ext. 2
E: park@jhfinedining.com
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the mountains CUP

From: Erin Thor <erinachristian@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 7:27 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the mountains CUP
I am writing in support of the passage of the Conditional Use Permit for the Fire in the Mountains music and arts festival.
It is an important cultural event and should be allowed to proceed.
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW:

From: Whitney Fessler <birdwyn@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 5:52 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>; Natalia Macker
<NMacker@tetoncountywy.gov>; Luther Propst <lpropst@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Newcomb
<mnewcomb@tetoncountywy.gov>; Greg Epstein <gepstein@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Barron
<mbarron@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject:
Dear Planning Commission,
It has come to our attention that we were overlooked being notified about this festival. I understand that you have
already had the first hearing regarding this festival, but I know there is another hearing coming up on April 19th. My
husband and I live on Buffalo Run, full time, with our 10‐year old daughter, 7‐month old son, and two pets. We are
extremely concerned about fire danger and emergency evacuation plans, as it doesn't appear that there is anything
specific in the CUP. How is this being addressed? It's very likely that this summer will continue to be dry with high fire
danger and we feel like it's only fair to have some protection from the people approving this festival.
I wish we would've been informed of this earlier, as this directly affects us. What can we do to ensure the safety of not
only our family and neighbors, but also the attendees who likely will not be aware of how quickly fires can start? I
appreciate any feedback.
Sincerely,
Whitney & Phil Fessler
25565 Buffalo Run
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: Richard Fluck <refluck@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 12:21 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
To Whom It May Concern:
As a resident of Jackson, WY I am sending this email to communicate my support of the Fire in the Mountains music and
arts festival and I strongly encourage you to approve the passage of the Conditional Use Permit.
Thank you.
Regards
Richard Fluck
310.766.2649
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: agertsch@aol.com <agertsch@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 8:33 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
Commissioners,
I am a resident and homeowner in Teton County, writing in support of the conditional use permit for Fire in the Mountains.
Over the years, Jackson Hole has become an arts mecca. Growing up in Star Valley, I remember coming "to town" to see
musicals at the Jackson Hole Playhouse, and take dance classes at Dancers Workshop. The exposure to the arts at a
young age not only fueled a passion for the arts later in life, but led to a career for a time as a professional ballet dancer
and teacher.
A few decades later, I am so proud of how artistic expression has flourished in Jackson during my time away. The
diversity of art, dance, music, and theater, is impressive, especially for a town of this size. It truly makes me proud to live
here.
Many of us return to Jackson because of this diversity, along with the beauty and outdoor activity it has to offer. Fire in
the Mountains combines the reasons people love Jackson - artistic diversity, celebrating nature, and socializing with likeminded people.
I know that safety is of the utmost of importance to the organizers, as well as respecting the guests that are staying at the
Heart Six Ranch. The organizers have incorporated numerous safety measures in their plan, and are using local vendors
for food, artwork, etc., so will not only enhance the diversity of music, but also help the local economy.
This music festival is a win for Jackson Hole, and is one of the reasons why so many of us are proud to live here.
Thank you!
Amy Gertsch
307-368-0610
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Approve Fire in the Mountains Permit

From: Benja <glatz.benjamin@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 12:53 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Approve Fire in the Mountains Permit
Good Afternoon Commissioners,
I am writing in support of the Fire in the Mountains Music Festival. I have written before, stating the diversity that this
celebration brings to the Valley. As we continue to grow and shape the culture that is Jackson Hole, we must ask
ourselves the question, "How do we remain true to the authenticity that created this space"?
Fire in the Mountains creates an extremely unique blend of mountain culture and what is generally revered as urban
music. The event brings groups of people to gather in a place they might not otherwise have thought of as a place they
can identify with. In the past, your open attitude and willingness to help guide and direct the operators of Fire in the
Mountains, has been met with appreciation and gratitude from the crowds that gather to enjoy this unique experience.
It is time to continue to celebrate our heritage as open, and loving. We should be proud to allow this festival to continue
on. Please consider this letter of support from someone who otherwise rarely listens to metal music, as a plea to
continue to diversify this Valley and stay true to the unique threads that weave our celebrated culture.
Best,
Benja Glatz
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the mountains rains CUP

From: Tom Goicoechea <tgoicoechea@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 12:49 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the mountains rains CUP
Greetings commissioners,
I support the passage of the Conditional Use Permit for Fire in the Mountains. I believe this kind of responsible festival is
integrally important to our community in Teton county and beyond.
Sincerely,
‐‐
Tom Goicoechea
MM, MT‐BC
(775) 340 0614
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP Buffalo Valley

From: Ann Harvey <aharvey@wyom.net>
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2022 2:44 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP Buffalo Valley

Dear Commissioners,
I’m deeply concerned about the Fire in the Mountains event proposed for Buffalo Valley this summer, and I
don’t think the conditional use permit should be approved. A remote, wild place like Buffalo Valley is a
completely inappropriate place to concentrate 2300 people for 3 days and nights in high fire season, far from
medical help or firefighting crews. It’s also inappropriate to hold such a loud event in a wildlife‐rich area, next
to a designated Wild and Scenic River, in an area that should be appreciated for its natural beauty and
soundscape. Besides the obnoxious noise from the event itself, allowing loud music in the “campground” until
midnight will severely impact neighbors.
Calling a multi‐day for‐profit outdoor loud music event a “reception” and granting a permit in perpetuity is
wrong. It sets a bad precedent too—will this become something other landowners in the valley will seek?
Please vote NO.
Thanks,
Ann Harvey
Wilson
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the mountains

From: B Johnson <lbjohnson19@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:23 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the mountains

To whom it may concern,
I fully support fire in the mountains being held each and every year. Please grant them their permit so they
can keep bringing music to Jackson.
Thanks,
Leon Johnson
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire on The Mountain permit

From: Mackenzie King <mackenzie.king327@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:03 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire on The Mountain permit
Please approve the Fire on The Mountain permit.
Best,
Mackenzie
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Hamilton Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Britnee Nelson
Monday, April 11, 2022 8:31 AM
Hamilton Smith
FW: Fire In The Mountains CUP Support

Britnee Nelson
Administrative Coordinator
Teton County Planning and Building
PO Box 1727
Jackson, WY 83001
(Ph)307‐733‐3959 ext. 8410
bnelson@tetoncountywy.gov

From: Lane LaMure <llamure@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2022 3:37 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire In The Mountains CUP Support
Dear Commissioners,
I am writing in hopes that you will support issuing a conditional use permit for the upcoming Fire in the Mountains music
festival this July. Not only has COVID had a materially negative impact on musicians and related occupations in the
Valley, but venue opportunities seem increasingly limited. Fire in the Mountains represents a way to create community
and opportunity for musicians and other service providers in our area.
Thank you for your service to our community and your consideration.
Lane
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit

From: Kaylee Lang <kaylee.s.lang3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit
To whom it may concern:
I am a full supporter of Fire in the Mountains‐ this event is more than a concert, it allows many different types of
people in Teton County and the surrounding area to have an outlet to feel full heard, seen and welcomed through art
and music. Teton county now homes more of a diverse group of humans than it ever has before, it is truly important to
allow all humans that support this economy to feel understood. I believe we should have more freedom to create a
culture of love, respect, and understanding.
Please be considerate and understanding that this project took years to manifest, and throwing it away would be
heartbreaking for many.
Thank you.
Kaylee
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mtns. "music" festival

From: george leys <george.ed.leys@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 1:35 PM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>; Debra Patla & Merlin Hare <dpatla@silverstar.com>
Subject: Fire in the Mtns. "music" festival
H.Smith‐
We are residents of the Buffalo Valley Estates subdivision located directly north of the proposed event. There is
absolutely no justification for allowing this kind of event to occur in Buffalo Valley. Get real ! Heavy metal in the Jackson
Hole ranchlands ? Just because some insensitive entrepreneur and an equally obtuse ranch owner ask to create this
monstrosity is no reason for Teton County to grant their wish. We hold our county government responsible for
intelligent and reasonable actions without exception.
Yours truly,
George & Beverly Leys
Box 61, Moran, Wy. 83013
(307‐690‐3657)
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit

From: Tom Licata <mountainbikevt@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 9:31 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit
Hi Teton County Commissioners,
I wanted to communicate my support to grant the Fire in the Mountains (FITM) music festival a conditional userSupport
access to quality and affordable recreation, education, arts and culture for residents and visitors permit. This event is a
positive gathering that has a unique vision. Their vision statement on their website summarizes it nicely, the link is here.
Ways I believe this festival is in agreement with the teton commissioners stated goals:




In the Teton Comprehensive Plan, many of the sections in CV‐3‐15 are in agreement with the FITM festival
o Policy 6.2.b: Support businesses located in the community because of our lifestyle: As stated in this goal,
business/events can occur anywhere. This festival is developed with the local community in mind and
adds to the community's character.
o Policy 6.2.c: Encourage local entrepreneurial opportunities: This festival is a one of a kind endeavor and
should be supported.
o Policy 6.2.a: Enhance tourism as the basis of the economy: this festival offers a unique attraction to the
Tetons apart from outdoor recreation and displays the capability as an arts and music community as
well.
In the strategic intent document, a stated goal within the "vibrant community" includes "Support access to
quality and affordable recreation, education, arts and culture for residents and visitors"
o Approval of this festival would allow expression of culture and art.

Thank you for your consideration!
Best,
Tom
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: I support Fire in the Mountains’ Conditional Use Permit

From: Jackson Livingood <jackson.livingood@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 1:09 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: I support Fire in the Mountains’ Conditional Use Permit
To whom it may concern,
I support the conditional use permit for the Fire in the Mountains festival. Teton County can always use more artistic
and musical diversity, and this festival will provide that.
Don't be sticks in the mud,
A concerned citizen
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: FITM

From: Katie Matthies <katiematthies@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 6:17 PM
To: County Planning Commission <planningcom@tetoncountywy.gov>
Cc: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>; Board Of County Commissioners
<commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: FITM
Hello All One of my neighbors sent this thoughtful and insightful email to all of you a week ago and since she said
exactly what I would like to say I am just copying her email and sending it to you. Please do not discount our
community's valid concerns which really have not been addressed.
To say we were deeply distressed by the March 14 Planning Commission meeting is putting it mildly. It was
evident that at least one of the commissioners was in a hurry to end the meeting - and so very few questions?
Dear Planning Commission and staff,
Our concerns about nuisance and health/safety risks were dismissed or ignored, with what seemed to us
prejudice and lack of familiarity with this area. The staff recommendation for approval hinges on an Operations
Plan that is not required until May 31, and it is not clear if there will be an Evacuation Plan. What will happen if
problems or contradictions to the LDRs emerge? It was alarming to see there was already talk among you
about how to expand the size of the event by 50% for next year.

The event this year was capped, thankfully, but at 2000 ticket holders per day --over twice the size of
the number reported for 2019! Why did no one bother to ask how many additional people and
vehicles would result from the musicians and their crews, staff, vendors, invitees, volunteers, etc.?
Can 300 people be safely lodged Heart 6 dude ranch in the (unsanctioned) teepees, covered
wagons, and <30 cabins, as Mr. Walker said would occur? What is the total allowed, safe
capacity? Hard to find this information, but we think it may be as low as 45
guests https://www.duderanch.com/wyoming/heart-six-ranch/).
There was no serious discussion about mass camping in the Heart 6 pasture, a new and very
worrisome feature for local residents here, and those who care about impacts to the area. We are
looking at about 1000 people lodged and camped <1000’ from our homes. The event is advertised
as “revelry” (https://fireinthemountains.myeasol.com/shop/fire-in-the-mountains-2022). Would you
have permitted this ‘in perpetuity’ event near your own homes and families?
We are also alarmed to learn that the County Sheriff has recommend that this CUP be denied. Why
was that not stated and discussed at the hearing? There was no discussion about the many
problems due to the vastly increased tourism and lack of agency personnel in our area, forecast to be
even more intense in the summer of 2022.
Although at least one commissioner hinged support on the ‘comforting’ knowledge that the Forest
Service would provide camping and supervision, as per the District Ranger no application has been
filed for 2022. The USFS was not informed or invited to the hearing. Do you know that the previous
USFS permit was seen as a ‘one-off’ situation, certainly not ‘in perpetuity’? It appears that you and
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Mr. Walker are forcing the USFS to cooperate or face the consequences of many hundreds of people
desperately seeking a place to stay at night anywhere they can find. Note that if this is to be a
permanent arrangement, the federal officials need to go through a process of environmental
assessment and public involvement, which should have been launched long ago.
Fire concerns were waved away. The nearest SNOTEL site at Pacific Creek (Base Camp) informs us
that snow-water equivalent was lower on March 15 this year (11.8”) than the same day in 1988
(13.2”). Do you know about the high anxiety that responsible federal and state agencies currently
have about fire in 2022? In 1988, some of the big wildfires were started by sparks from machinery
and other small ignition sources. Uncontrollable fires were raging across the Greater Yellowstone by
mid July. We now know well how fast and dangerous grassland fires are. During the previous FITM
revelries, we witnessed a huge bonfire burning late into the night near the main stage, continuing
after public law enforcement left at 10pm. Note that inspection of the site by the Fire Dept is set to
occur the day prior to the event! Is that to ensure that almost nothing can be done?
We know we cannot count on fire-fighting response here if there are already large fires in more
populated areas in this region and especially in the Jackson vicinity. And for any serious issues, how
much can we count on help from law enforcement if there is a major on-going emergency elsewhere
in the County?
The event this year is set for the fourth weekend in July, not the third weekend as stated as in the
staff report. The notice of hearing was sent to a very limited number of people -- more than half the
homes in the subdivision directly north of the event are beyond 800’. The Notice did not even
mention the dates, nor that the event would occur in perpetuity if approved. The Public Notice posted
on the Heart Six fence was practically invisible, away from the road, small print and camouflaged to
blend in with the surrounding snow and fence behind it. Not even pedestrians noticed it, let alone
drivers who had no safe place to stop and read it anyway. The residents of Teton Wilderness Road,
whose road junction is a few hundred feet west, got no notice at all unless they knew to go look for
the secretive sign.
I strongly urge all of you to visit Buffalo Valley Road in mid-summer, and during the event if you dare.
Walk around the neighborhood and experience the noise and the ‘amphitheater effect’ that makes the
sound louder uphill. Drive the roads, take your kids and dogs for a walk. Stay until after dark and see
what happens.
See for yourselves that Buffalo Valley Road is not at all like Teton Village Road! It is narrow, has no
guard rails or shoulders, almost no pull-off areas, excessive vehicle speeds and extremely scarce law
enforcement, large horse and camping trailers, multiple kinds of users (pedestrians and dogs, bikes,
horses, baby strollers), and lots of use by visitors unfamiliar with or ignorant of the dangers.
You were assured by Mr. Walker that there is another escape route, to the east. But if the west
entrance to Buffalo Valley Road is blocked, thousands of vehicles from the FITM event, local
residences, and area visitors have only a tenuous escape route -- to Turpin Ranch (10 miles) and
then up a 4+ mile narrow unpaved and erratically maintained Forest Service road to the highway
(which may not be adequate for large vehicles and trailers), at which point it is still 44 miles to reach
Jackson.
Who is liable if catastrophic situations stem from this event, resulting in deaths, injuries, or property
damage?
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I know there is scant chance you will review your decision, but I wanted you to know how dismayed
and alarmed we are. Please know if we must suffer through this event again, we will be thinking of
your vote and recorded remarks from March 14. We are disheartened about the future of Teton
County if what we saw was the best you could do. Please do not dismiss long-term rural residents,
factual information, and input from County and Federal officers in a rush to embrace new and
expanding commercial interests.
Sincerely,
Debra Patla
March 18, 2022
Cc: Teton County Board of County Commissioners

As stated, this email originated with Deb Patla. She articulated far better than I could how I feel.
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: FITM Comments

From: Katie Matthies <katiematthies@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 4:56 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: FITM Comments
To the Board of County Commissioners,

Thank you for taking the time to read this email, and for taking into consideration some of the
many questions/issues my husband and I have re: FITM in Buffalo Valley. I regret not being able to
attend the Commissioners meeting in person, but we are currently out of town due to medical issues.
We are 12 year residents of Buffalo Valley. Our home is a short distance off of Buffalo Valley Road
with a sight line to the Heart Six pasture. To say we are concerned about the possible upcoming
FITM event is a vast understatement. We experienced said event the past two times it has taken
place. During the 2019 event sound decibel levels recorded at our home far exceeded the supposed
limit, not once or twice but many times. The time specifications for music to be played also were not
strictly complied with. This was communicated to Alyssa Watkins at the time and, in fact, when the
matter came up in 2020, her position was that she could not recommend approval of the festival
going forward (I'm sure there were other issues as well).
And now the proposal is to increase the size of the event dramatically. As we have looked into
details of the proposal there are a number of items that have raised huge red flags.
 During the incredibly brief discussion of this event at the Planning Commissioners meeting, we

were (mis)led to believe that the organizer had been in contact with Matt Carr and was
working with him to address their needs. When Mr. Carr was contacted after the meeting
we were informed by him that he was definitely not working with them, had not even
spoken with them, and that he has recommended denial of the permit and would continue
to do so.
 Please google Precision Audio Services, https://www.precisionaudioservices.com - the
company that the event organizer hired (conflict of interest?) and stated was the "leader in
reducing noise levels at outdoor concerts." It appears to be one single person.
 Perhaps look into High Rock Security, who has also been hired to be at the event.
 The event organizer has stated that 300 attendees would be staying at Heart Six. Just what is
the capacity at Heart Six? From what I could find, it is not 300. Those who want to stay in
their "tepees" would also have to be renting a 'real room,' as the 'tepees' are not zoned for
independent rental. Although, in reading reviews of Heart Six, it's pretty clear that they do
in fact rent them out independently, which is a clear violation.
 As of March 18, District Ranger Jason Wilmot stated that there is no permit for a campground
of Forest Service land this year, no application had been made. He stated that he was
"stunned" to hear that one of the Commissioners voted for approval because she was
comforted by USFS involvement - which is non-existent. Mr. Wilmot did speak with the
organizer of the event some months ago but was led to believe that this year's event would
be similar in size to 2019, not double or more in size. Nothing was provided to him prior to
the Planning Commission meeting - nothing about the CUP application, or even that the
meeting was taking place until minutes before it started.
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 If this is to be an annual event, the Forest Service must do an environmental assessment,

which should have been started many months ago.
 District Ranger Wilmot also stated that a formal fire risk assessment and safety appraisal
would need to be undertaken.
 As of March 14, Mack McFarland, who was a volunteer Firefighter at the Moran Fire Station
and is now Grand Teton National Park's Safety and Occupational Health Manager, previously
the deputy fire manager at the park, was NOT aware of the proposed event, even though he
and his wife and daughter live in Buffalo Valley east of Moran.
 As of April 1, Kathy Clay, Battalion Fire Chief Marshal, stated that the fire department does not
enforce but that Teton County deputies are able to enforce safety measures, and that she
"hopes" there will be staffing available to do so. This does not reassure me. Having the
event inspected the day prior to the event for fire and safety issues does not reassure me.
 As of March 15 water levels at Pacific Creek Base Camp were lower (11.8") than they were on
the same day in 1988 (13.3"). That is our biggest concern: fire danger. If you have ever
been on Buffalo Valley Road, from Hwy. 26 to Turpin Meadow Ranch, you would know that
there is no way people could be safely evacuated in a timely manner. As for property
damage, who would be liable and do they, in fact, have the means to reimburse property
owners?
 Just what are the environmental workshops and habitat restoration projects that Mr. Walker
states will be held each day?
Please do not take the verbal assurances from Mr. Walker or Mr. Chapman of the Heart Six as
accurate. Please make sure every last T is crossed and every last i is dotted - in writing.
One of the sponsors of the festival is "Liquid Death." Some of the bands: Enslaved, Visigoth,
Haunter, Dreadnought.
If you have not heard from an overwhelming number of Buffalo Valley residents who are opposed
to this, that is likely due to one of two reasons: we feel as if our concerns as homeowners are in no
way being heard; or residents in fact had no idea that this event may take place again this year.
I would hate to think approval of this CUP is being bought by the purchase of a bear box, which Mr.
Walker was so happy to mention was purchased after the 2019 festival.
Thank you,
Kathryn Matthies
25695 Buffalo Run
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: FITM Comments Part Two

From: Katie Matthies <katiematthies@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 10:25 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Cc: Natalia Macker <NMacker@tetoncountywy.gov>; Luther Propst <lpropst@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Newcomb
<mnewcomb@tetoncountywy.gov>; Greg Epstein <gepstein@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Barron
<mbarron@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: FITM Comments Part Two
Apologies for having to send a 2nd email, but there are several items I failed to mention prior.
I would like to respectfully ask you all to VERIFY all the claims that Mr. Walker is making in regards to what
he is doing to comply with the protocols for the festival. For example: Mr. Walker stated he has hired
Precision Audio Services for noise mitigation, and that they are the "leader in the industry" (March Planning
Commission video). In fact, it is a one man operation. This is who Mr. Walker stated told him that the site
could handle 6,000 attendees. Look into this.
Mr. Walker also stated at the Planning Commission that he had hired his own 24 hour security team. I
asked him the name of the security company, and by his own admission he was going to hire some of his
buddies to do security. People who "liked working with him and are loyal." Now he says he's working with High
Rock Security; NOT the name of the security team he spoke of at the meeting. High Rock Security isn't from
the area; may involve only 2 or 3 people to do security for several thousand people. Specific details need to
be provided in writing.
Mr. Walker appears to know all of the appropriate words and phrases to use that sound really good - the
best record out there, experienced, dedicated, e.g., - but words are cheap. Please look a little further below
the surface.
If there is a fire and/or property damage, it will be to Teton County that we will turn to for
remuneration. There's not enough money in the world to replace a home that has gone up in flames. You are
the responsible party.
Kathryn Matthies
25695 Buffalo Run
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: I Support Fire in the Mountains’ Conditional User Permit!

From: Carmen Miller <carmen.miller21@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 12:50 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: I Support Fire in the Mountains’ Conditional User Permit!
To whom it may concern,
I am in support for the conditional user permit of Fire in the Mountains because it is a beautiful event that brings more
musical and artistic diversity to Teton County. I know many people who look forward to the event and how many people
get together to let loose and have fun there! Therefore, I 100% support the passage of Fire in the Mountains conditional
user permit!
Best,
Carmen Miller
Get Outlook for iOS
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: I Support the passage of Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit

From: Martin Murphy <martinomurphy@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: I Support the passage of Fire in the Mountains Conditional User Permit

Dear County Commissioners,
I, Martin Murphy, support the passage of the Fire in the Mountains Conditional User permit. I have lived in
Teton County for 10 years plus and enjoy knowing that diversity is being promoted. It is great to see this
event, and events like it, as a summer activity option here in Teton County for visitors and locals alike. It
benefits us all to have locals and people from afar come out and participate in an event of its size and nature.
I hope that Fire in the Mountains will be an option this year and in future years. Please approve the Fire in the
Mountains Conditional User Permit.
Thank you, Martin Murphy
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP Buffalo Valley

From: Debra Patla <dpatla@silverstar.com>
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2022 3:16 PM
To: County Planning Commission <planningcom@tetoncountywy.gov>; Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>;
Chris Neubecker <cneubecker@tetoncountywy.gov>
Cc: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>; Rich Ochs <rochs@tetoncountywy.gov>;
Dave Gustafson <dgustafson@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP Buffalo Valley

Dear Planning Commissioners and Staff,
My neighbors and I were deeply distressed by the hearing on March 14 for Fire in the Mountains ‘outdoor reception’
CUP that you approved, with only one Commissioner’s objection and critical review. Our concerns about nuisance and
health/safety risks were dismissed or ignored, with what seemed to us prejudice and lack of familiarity with this area.
The staff recommendation for approval hinges on an Operations Plan that is not required until May 31, and it is not clear
if there will be an Evacuation Plan. What will happen if problems or contradictions to the LDRs emerge? It was alarming
to see there was already talk among you about how to expand the size of the event by 50% for next year.
The event this year was capped, thankfully, but at 2000 ticket holders per day ‐‐over twice the size of the number
reported for 2019! Why did no one bother to ask how many additional people and vehicles would result from the
musicians and their crews, staff, vendors, invitees, volunteers, etc.?
Can 300 people be safely lodged Heart 6 dude ranch in the (unsanctioned) teepees, covered wagons, and <30 cabins, as
Mr. Walker said would occur? What is the total allowed, safe capacity? Hard to find this information, but we think it
may be as low as 45 guests https://www.duderanch.com/wyoming/heart‐six‐ranch/).
There was no serious discussion about mass camping in the Heart 6 pasture, a new and very worrisome feature for local
residents here, and those who care about impacts to the area. We are looking at about 1000 people lodged and camped
<1000’ from our homes. The event is advertised as “revelry” (https://fireinthemountains.myeasol.com/shop/fire‐in‐
the‐mountains‐2022). Would you have permitted this ‘in perpetuity’ event near your own homes and families?
We are also alarmed to learn that the County Sheriff has recommend that this CUP be denied. Why was that not stated
and discussed at the hearing? There was no discussion about the many problems due to the vastly increased tourism
and lack of agency personnel in our area, forecast to be even more intense in the summer of 2022.
Although at least one commissioner hinged support on the ‘comforting’ knowledge that the Forest Service would
provide camping and supervision, as per the District Ranger no application has been filed for 2022. The USFS was not
informed or invited to the hearing. Do you know that the previous USFS permit was seen as a ‘one‐off’ situation,
certainly not ‘in perpetuity’? It appears that you and Mr. Walker are forcing the USFS to cooperate or face the
consequences of many hundreds of people desperately seeking a place to stay at night anywhere they can find. Note
that if this is to be a permanent arrangement, the federal officials need to go through a process of environmental
assessment and public involvement, which should have been launched long ago.
Fire concerns were waved away. The nearest SNOTEL site at Pacific Creek (Base Camp) informs us that snow‐water
equivalent was lower on March 15 this year (11.8”) than the same day in 1988 (13.2”). Do you know about the high
anxiety that responsible federal and state agencies currently have about fire in 2022? In 1988, some of the big wildfires
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were started by sparks from machinery and other small ignition sources. Uncontrollable fires were raging across the
Greater Yellowstone by mid July. We now know well how fast and dangerous grassland fires are. During the previous
FITM revelries, we witnessed a huge bonfire burning late into the night near the main stage, continuing after public law
enforcement left at 10pm. Note that inspection of the site by the Fire Dept is set to occur the day prior to the event! Is
that to ensure that almost nothing can be done?
We know we cannot count on fire‐fighting response here if there are already large fires in more populated areas in this
region and especially in the Jackson vicinity. And for any serious issues, how much can we count on help from law
enforcement if there is a major on‐going emergency elsewhere in the County?
The event this year is set for the fourth weekend in July, not the third weekend as stated as in the staff report. The
notice of hearing was sent to a very limited number of people ‐‐ more than half the homes in the subdivision directly
north of the event are beyond 800’. The Notice did not even mention the dates, nor that the event would occur in
perpetuity if approved. The Public Notice posted on the Heart Six fence was practically invisible, away from the road,
small print and camouflaged to blend in with the surrounding snow and fence behind it. Not even pedestrians noticed
it, let alone drivers who had no safe place to stop and read it anyway. The residents of Teton Wilderness Road, whose
road junction is a few hundred feet west, got no notice at all unless they knew to go look for the secretive sign.
I strongly urge all of you to visit Buffalo Valley Road in mid‐summer, and during the event if you dare. Walk around the
neighborhood and experience the noise and the ‘amphitheater effect’ that makes the sound louder uphill. Drive the
roads, take your kids and dogs for a walk. Stay until after dark and see what happens.
See for yourselves that Buffalo Valley Road is not at all like Teton Village Road! It is narrow, has no guard rails or
shoulders, almost no pull‐off areas, excessive vehicle speeds and extremely scarce law enforcement, large horse and
camping trailers, multiple kinds of users (pedestrians and dogs, bikes, horses, baby strollers), and lots of use by visitors
unfamiliar with or ignorant of the dangers.
You were assured by Mr. Walker that there is another escape route, to the east. But if the west entrance to Buffalo
Valley Road is blocked, thousands of vehicles from the FITM event, local residences, and area visitors have only a
tenuous escape route ‐‐ to Turpin Ranch (10 miles) and then up a 4+ mile narrow unpaved and erratically maintained
Forest Service road to the highway (which may not be adequate for large vehicles and trailers), at which point it is still 44
miles to reach Jackson.
Who is liable if catastrophic situations stem from this event, resulting in deaths, injuries, or property damage?
I know there is scant chance you will review your decision, but I wanted you to know how dismayed and alarmed we are.
Please know if we must suffer through this event again, we will be thinking of your vote and recorded remarks from
March 14. We are disheartened about the future of Teton County if what we saw was the best you could do. Please do
not dismiss long‐term rural residents, factual information, and input from County and Federal officers in a rush to
embrace new and expanding commercial interests.
Sincerely,
Debra Patla
March 18, 2022
Cc: Teton County Board of County Commissioners
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Subject: Conditional Use Permit for Fire in the Mountains, Outdoor Reception' (CUP2021-0007)

From: Susan Patla <susan_patla@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 9:47 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Subject: Conditional Use Permit for Fire in the Mountains, Outdoor Reception' (CUP2021‐0007)

Dear Commissioners:
I am writing to express serious concerns over permitting an outdoor rock concert for 2500 people in the
Buffalo Valley. Although I am a resident of Teton Valley ID, I worked for over 15 years as the nongame
biologist for Wyoming Game and Fish Department in Jackson. During my tenure I monitored species of state
conservation concern in the western part of the state. I spent many hours in the Buffalo Valley area given the
wildlife species of conservation concern that occur in the area. Bald Eagle, Osprey, Peregrine Falcon,
Trumpeter Swan and Boreal Owl nest in the area. Many other game and nongame species occur in this area
and on the surrounding national park and forest service lands. The disturbance on wildlife of all types may be
short lived from this event, but it will be great and completely undocumented. Other negative impacts
include a large increase in traffic volume on the approach highways and the narrow Buffalo Valley Road and
likely increase in vehicular collisions with wildlife. Fire danger will also increase as the number of dispersed,
and inexperienced campers in the area will be far beyond normal levels.
Frankly, I am stunned that Teton County would allow a multi‐day, mass rock concert to occur in the Buffalo
Valley area. The current zoning designations as a Natural Resources Overlay, Scenic Resources Overlay, and
next to Buffalo Fork Wild and Scenic river would seem to preclude an event of this size and duration. If this is
permitted as requested, it will become a perpetual event that will likely grow over time. An annual
Woodstock in the Buffalo Valley? Is this what we want Teton County WY to become known for? Who will
benefit in the end?
I thought the creation of specific Resort districts was done to allow for events of this size and nature. I recommend that
large, noisy crowds be only permitted within resort districts or close to town where accommodations and parking are
available.

From the Operations Plan, Fire in the Mountain states that it views itself as an environmental organization and
is in a position to begin developing our long‐term positive impact on the land...
If this sort of hypocrisy can be used to justify a completely inappropriate use in a NRO, the environmental
future of this county is truly at risk.
I was going to end this by quoting from the preface to the current Teton County WY plan but I am sure you
know it well. Please keep it in mind when voting on this application. The character and environment of Teton
Valley WY does not change overnight, but by one bad decision at a time, over time. We have lost the rural,
western character of downtown Jackson. Please do not allow this to happen to the outlaying rural districts of
the county.
Thank you for considering my comments.
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Susan Patla
2840 Grandview Dr.
Tetonia, ID 83452
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TO: Hamilton Smith and Teton County Planning Commission

March 3, 2022

RE: Conditional Use Permit (CUP2021‐0007), Fire in the Mountains festival.
As year‐round residents owning a home near Heart Six ranch, we are deeply concerned about the CUP that
would grant permission for ‘Fire in the Mountains’ as repeated annual events, “in perpetuity” as explained by
Hamilton Smith.
We regard this event as a nuisance, and as NOT “compatible with the desired future character of the area” as
is required for CUP approval under the LDRs. The multi‐day event has adverse audio, visual, environmental,
and many nuisance impacts. It threatens the safety of local residents by flooding the area with vehicles, on a
narrow road far from emergency services and lacking alternative escape routes. Even the name of the event is
threatening: a ‘fire in the mountains’ ignited during the event could be the end of homes and life as we now
know it. For us, the two events of the past (2018 and 2019) were misery, and fear, too. We expect 2022 to be
much worse, due to the larger size of the event, the on‐site camping near our home, and the potentially high
risk of wildfire in July. Law enforcement support from the Forest Service and National Park Service may be less
than previous, due to the record levels of visitors to the area.
The FITM organizer says the county is forcing him to submit as a CUP rather than the Special Event for which it
was already approved in 2020. Is this true? Did the County tell Mr. Walker that his only route was a CUP? He
seems to be blaming the situation on the BCC. Has the BCC acknowledged they are responsible for the current
situation? Did they intentionally not extend the Special Event permit for one year due to some specific
concerns? Was there some bias or negligence at the County levels pushing this into a CUP that will persist ‘in
perpetuity’ and thus benefit the event and its promoters, at high cost to locals?
The event is defined as an “outdoor reception”. We could find no definition in the LDRs, but a reasonable
person would think of weddings and memorials, gatherings of friends and family. This, by contrast, is a for‐
profit event with tickets sold to anyone who can buy one. And, it likely attracts others who can listen and
party from nearby Forest Service, National Park Service, roadsides, and vacant private lands, camping legally or
illegally.
We object to being forced to be next to hundreds of people celebrating, drinking/drugging, and camping, on
top of extremely distressing amplified noise for up to 12 hours per day. No one who purchased or rents a
home here could have expected such a huge change in the neighborhood as the outcome of living near a
historical dude ranch.
The event is completely incompatible with the character of Buffalo Valley. The applicants claim that the event
“highlights the symbiotic relationship between heavy music and mountain landscapes”. Far from it! The
house‐shaking noise sounds like a torture of a huge monster, and every animal within miles must be disturbed.
(Note that Trumpeter Swans and Bald Eagles nest within a mile of the venue, while elk, deer, and moose and
many other kinds of wildlife reside in the area with their young of the year.) As one reviewer of Heavy Metal
music writes, the point of Heavy Metal is to create "deliberately offensive sonic landscapes". As described by
Wikipedia: “heavy metal bands developed a thick, monumental sound characterized by distortion, extended
guitar solos, emphatic beats and loudness. The lyrics and performances are usually associated with aggression
and machismo, an issue that has sometimes led to accusations of misogyny”… "the sensory equivalent of war";
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lyrics with " dark and depressing subject matter to an extent hitherto unprecedented in any form of pop music".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_metal_music
The CUP application claims that ambient noise (wind and passing cars) and ‘natural amphitheater effect’ result
in high sound levels and that is why some people recorded higher levels than allowed and why neighbors
complained. We DO know the difference Heavy Metal and the ambient sounds of our neighborhood! We
strongly doubt the noise mitigation measures listed will bring relief, just arm waving by the promoters and
claims it will be remedied ‘next time’. Measuring noise is not mitigating, particularly if issuing a CUP means
that this event becomes annually permanent.
We also strongly object to the proposed camping on the premises, which would be near our home and
subdivision. The CUP would allow loud music from the camping zone until midnight, IF anyone enforces that
deadline. Camping will add to the environmental degradation, including more noise and lighting, more
exposed soil and erosion, more litter and wastes. Much of the pasture is mapped as wetlands. Is the County
willing to accept any level of impacts simply by declaring the area ‘disturbed agricultural land”?
The applicant seeks to put the main stage and other facilities within the set‐back zone of the Wild and Scenic
Buffalo Fork river. Again, the argument is that setbacks should not apply because the pasture is ‘disturbed
agricultural land”. But the tax class for the land parcels is ‘residential’ and ‘residential vacant’, not agricultural.
The poor map (Exhibit B) provided as a site plan suggests that camping and other activities will occur near the
river and wetlands, including the movements of vehicles and people. The claim that the ‘scholarship program’
will restore the Buffalo Fork riparian zone, already so badly degraded, is simply ludicrous. Also shamefully
ludicrous is the claim that “The stage has been strategically placed in its location (as shown in Exhibit B) in
order to entice participants to attend the festival, allowing us the opportunity to facilitate environmental
initiatives aimed at regenerating the habitat along the Buffalo Fork River, in addition to the surrounding
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.”
We thus strongly contest the assertion in the CUP application that “As disturbed agricultural lands, the event
site is an ideal location to provide ample space for uses associated with the event, including parking, camping,
concert stage and venue, merchandise area, porta‐potties, trash receptacles, bear proof trash and food
storage, first aid station, fire prevention station, electric generator, security, and food and drink venues”. This
clearly NOT an ideal location for this suite of uses, so distant from traditional agricultural and dude ranch uses,
and so at odds with the peace, beauty, and wildlife that tourists and residents typically seek in rural portions of
Jackson Hole.
Finally, we want to address the idea (as noted by the applicants and land owner) that this is just one week of
disturbance, and thus should be tolerated by locals, and that we are selfish for thinking otherwise. We want
the County to know that living near Heart Six has become an intensifying ordeal… we are already subject to
multiple forms of nuisance from Heart Six that were not present when we moved into our home in 2006. In
brief, this includes a sled‐dog kennel at Heart Six, which houses over 40 dogs and new pups (yes, a dog
breeding operation) next to the river and 400 yards from our home from October until April or longer. Howling
and barking occur day and night, often waking us up late at night. The stench of dog feces and the
barking/howling affects those who attempt to walk or bike on Buffalo Valley Road. We had no opportunity to
formally comment on this distressing expansion of use at Heart Six ‐‐ somehow it was simply accepted by the
County with no concerns of how it adversely affects the neighborhood and reduces the quality of life.
Other adverse changes include bright, unshielded lighting all night long, all year round, despoiling the dark sky.
The degradation of the shrinking wetlands bordering the river on Heart Six lands over the years has been a sad
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spectacle, as the owner/managers build ditches to drain the area, and construct large ugly piles of wood debris
and manure. No one with authority has stepped up to protect the Wild and Scenic River, or even measure
what horses, dogs, and septic system are doing to water quality. Since last fall, guided horse tours (with 10 or
more horses and some small children riding) and now horse‐drawn carts from Heart Six frequently use the
county roads in the vicinity; a dangerous mix with vehicles speeding, large trailers, blind curves, and lack of law
enforcement presence here.
In short, this dude ranch badly needs County oversight. We ask you to view internet sites such as Trip Advisor
to learn of the very negative and alarming reviews by people who lodged at Heart Six in recent years. We ask
that you consider the many existing problems here in this portion of Buffalo Valley, and determine NOT to
approve this risk‐laden CUP application. Thank you.
Debra Patla and Meredith Hare
25705 Buffalo Run
Moran, WY
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP-2021-0007 Buffalo Valley

From: Debra Patla <dpatla@silverstar.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 6:07 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Cc: Natalia Macker <NMacker@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Newcomb <mnewcomb@tetoncountywy.gov>; Luther
Propst <lpropst@tetoncountywy.gov>; Mark Barron <mbarron@tetoncountywy.gov>; Greg Epstein
<gepstein@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP‐2021‐0007 Buffalo Valley

Dear Commissioners,

April 11, 2022

As you consider the CUP for the Fire in the Mountains festival, please also consider the Purpose of the LDRs: to
promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the present and future inhabitants of the community, the
Intent to protect the ecosystem, and the shared recognition that quality natural, scenic, and agricultural
resources here are worth preserving.
Approving the Fire in the Mountains CUP would dismiss these values and goals, in favor of a mass event that is
completely out of character with the local community. The safety and welfare of this community, other than
the profits at one small dude ranch, would be put at risk. People who chose to live here and tourists who
come for the quality setting have a poor choice: either endure the extended nuisance, or leave for the
duration, every late July ‘in perpetuity’.
We find it incredible that anyone finds this event as “generally compatible with the character of the zone” as
required for a CUP. Please take a hard look at the SCALE of this (from the CUP application and 2022 Operations
Plan) and the context:









>2000 ticket holders (and unknown numbers of un‐ticketed, invited guests), plus >200 staff, vendors,
etc.
800 cars (estimated) parked on site, plus an unknown number of support vehicles
Hundreds of tents and RVs (a limit was not defined by the Planning Dept), and a “VIP camping area”
whatever that is.
Amplified music for 24 hours in 3 days, plus up to 6 additional hours for testing. Sound levels in the
past exceeded LDR limits on the hillside above the site, where County residents live.
Next to the Buffalo Fork Wild and Scenic River; national forest and national park lands closely adjacent,
as well as other ranches with higher standards of land management than Heart Six. Many kinds of
wildlife present, including nesting Trumpeter Swans, ospreys and other raptors; elk and moose and
their young.
The site is about 40 miles from Jackson. Driving time can be well over one hour in peak tourist season,
given the bottleneck north of town and other congestion sources.
The organizer has stated his intent to increase the size significantly in future years, with some
encouragement from the Planning Commission last month to do that.
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The County Administrator wanted to reject the event permit in 2019 but was overridden by BCC (3 to 1
votes), with the strange assertion that it was similar to mass events in or near Jackson and Teton
Village. Are all the Commissioners familiar with Buffalo Valley Road in summer?
The organizer has stated that 300 people will somehow be lodged at Heart Six; but County LDRs (6‐12)
put the maximum for dude/guest ranches at 75 guests. As neighbors of Heart Six, we are very much
worried about this density of lodgers, here for an event described by organizers as 'revelry'.

One of the main selling points for this location is that it is disturbed and “degraded”: “the degraded nature of
the land played a part in our decision to carry‐out our festival there knowing our impact would actually give parts of
the pasture time to rest, since horses will not be on the property during the operation of the festival.” (FITM
Operations Plan)
Aside from the ludicrous claim that thousands of people and vehicles can ‘rest’ an overgrazed pasture, this
should give the Commissioners pause: Is that the ticket in Teton County to getting CUPs for mass events—
degrade the land enough and then novel, extreme uses will be permitted?
How does that fit into our vision of the County?
If you feel obliged to approve this “outdoor reception”, (e.g., because tickets were already sold), we implore
you to require this as a trial year so that the actual effects can be witnessed and documented prior to
considering and granting a CUP ‘in perpetuity’, for the following reasons:
1. The event is over twice as large as the last Special Event (2019), and incorporates a new feature of mass
camping on site.
2. Visitation to the County, National Forest lands, and Grand Teton NP is expected to be extreme this summer.
Staffing at County and federal offices were already pressed past their limits last year. Can officers and staff
handle FITM on top of this growth?
3. Severe to extreme drought is occurring this year, elevating risks. Large fires elsewhere in late July may
decimate the number of emergency personnel available here if there is a catastrophe elsewhere. And, while
the pasture will have scant grass by July, it is closely surrounded by vegetated areas ‐‐ fire from ignition
sources at the large event and camping zones could quickly spread.
4. Uncertainty if the Buffalo Ranger District US Forest Service can provide services, including a campground
and law enforcement. Claims about this that were made in the CUP application and Operations Plan but could
not be verified with the Forest Service as of April 2.
5. Uncertainty as to whether the County Sheriff views Fire in the Mountains at this scale as reasonable and
safe.
As per the Fire Marshal: It is imperative to have enforcement capability at these events. The fire department does not
enforce, however, Teton County deputies
are able to enforce. We hope there will be staffing available during the event to ensure all safety rules are followed.
(email K. Clay to D. Patla, 4/2/2022)
Are the Fire Marshal’s ‘hopes’ realistic? Does the Sheriff approve of this CUP?

6. There is a pressing need for a safety clause: cancel the event if Fire Danger is high/extreme, if extreme
weather is occurring, if a deadly Covid outbreak strikes again, etc.
7. Need to spell out who is liable for disasters potentially stemming from this event. Would the County take
responsibility for the outcomes of a risky decision to allow a mass event in a remote area?
Finally, please take actions to secure objective monitoring about environmental impacts, the actual numbers
of people, vehicles, and the scale of Nuisance effects (noise levels and duration, campground effects on
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residents, personal and property safety and the sacrifices of local residents). Use this information to
determine if an ‘in perpetuity’ CUP is prudent and accords with regulations. Give yourselves the opportunity
to consider if this event would be fully acceptable to you, your families, friends and community if it was
happening near by.
Thank you for your careful consideration and concern. We hope you will take time to visit this area before
your vote so that you understand the setting, the road limitations, access to homes here, and our local
community.
Sincerely,
Debra Patla and Meredith Hare
25705 Buffalo Run, Moran, WY
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Approve fire in the mountains permit

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Tommy Price <tfp414@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 7:53 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Approve fire in the mountains permit
Hello,
I’m writing to show my support for the fire in the mountains concert/festival. It has been such a great event in the past.
So many amazing artists, and extra activities (some very educational) and an overall great atmosphere and group of
attendees to share the beautiful views and exciting music. Another thing I’ve noticed and greatly appreciated in the past
compared to a lot of the concerts in town, is how clean, respectful, and aware everyone has been to leave no trace of
trash, and leaving the area cleaner than it was before. Another thing that I’ve noticed is how very few people are
intoxicated (unlike every single concert or event I have attended in town over the years) and I there have been zero
conflicts or aggressive behavior, unlike the mentioned events in and around town. Bottom line is, these are very kind,
respectful, and passionate individuals who provide a wonderful experience for all, which has made this such a unique
and amazing event. Thank you so much for your time and consideration for Fire in the mountains permit to be approved.
Have a great weekend!
Sent from my iPhone
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Support of Passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit

From: Elsa Rall <elsa.rall@tetonscience.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:41 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Support of Passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit
To Whom It May Concern,
I am in support of the passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit.
Best,
Elsa

‐‐
Elsa Rall
Office Manager | Mountain Academy of Teton Science Schools
p: 307.732.7757
web | facebook | blog | linkedin
Teton Science Schools inspires curiosity, engagement and leadership through transformative place-based education.
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: I support the passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit!

From: Matthew Rosser <mrosser401@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 10:38 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: I support the passage of Fire in the Mountains' Conditional User Permit!
Hello Teton County Comissioners!
I'm writing this email to give my feelings on the approval of Fire In the Mountains conditional use permit for this
summer. I love live music and feel that there isn't enough diversity in the local music scene here in Jackson. I'm a
resident of Teton County and think that this festival will help to give more musicians an opportunity to
showcase their skills in Wyoming and will open up audiences ear to new music that traditionally isnt available in Teton
County. Jeremy is a wonderful human being who cares a lot about this place and he is an incredible steward of our
community. I believe strongly that he should be able to put this show on this summer!
Matthew Rosser
resident of Rafter J and worker of many food and beverage institutions in this community!
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the hole /Moran Wy

‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Frank Savage <fgsavage@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:08 AM
To: Hamilton Smith <hsmith@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the hole /Moran Wy
Approval for an event like this should have never been approved from the beginning. It is Cleary not the place for Such
an Event‐ parking issues, accommodations , traffic, public safety and the impact on the environment have not been well
thought out. As many of us in the valley thought from the beginning it would grow each year. Now they are seeking
permission for a much larger event with even more stress put upon Buffalo valley. There are plenty of better areas in
and around the town of Jackson for events like this‐ star valley too would be a good option. If the commission finds this
so attractive and wants to accommodate this group then offer public grounds in and around Jackson for free‐ not in
Buffalo valley. An event like this has no place in Buffalo valley.
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Public Comment Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: wildlifebiologist@wyoming.com <wildlifebiologist@wyoming.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 1:22 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Public Comment Fire in the Mountains CUP
Dear Commissioners,
Thank you for providing neighboring landowners the opportunity to comment on the requested Conditional Use Permit
by Fire in the Mountains Music and Arts Festival, CUP2021‐0007. My home is located on the private land closest to the
proposed location of the concert stage for the event.
In general, this proposed commercial use is not in keeping with the character of R‐1 zoning and does not contribute to
the zoning Character Description for the Buffalo Valley in the 2012 Town and County Comprehensive Plan. In other
words, it is contrary to what the citizens and elected officials decided was appropriate for us as part of a 4‐year planning
process that was fair to all. Just as importantly, the proposed action creates a series of consequences that are
inappropriately addressed in the application. The Applicant dismisses these conditions as though they are resolved,
which is not the case, as follows:













Overnight camping is currently not allowed on the site under the LDR’s.
The Heart Six Guest Ranch lodging alone cannot accommodate 2000 – 3000 participants overnight. Their
capacity is more like 75 people given that Heart Six teepees and covered wagons are only available as a
guest activity for registered lodge or cabin guests only. They are not stand‐alone rental accommodations
(County Planning communications).
Surrounding guest ranches and resorts (the Hatchet Resort, Lutton’s Cabins, Turpin Meadows Ranch,
etc.), with “free shuttles”, are already booked up as of April 1, 2022 and have no additional capacity.
The twenty‐six Forest Service Designated Campsites in the Buffalo Valley are currently at capacity an
receiving unsustainable damage, for which the Forest has already requested Teton County property tax
funds to armor through the Teton Conservation District.
o Therefore, there is no alternative but to rely entirely upon the Forest Service land
adjacent to the Heart Six lodge for an emergency, temporary (not reoccurring) group
camp site. A site was accommodated on a one‐off basis, in the past. Under a perpetual
CUP with repeated annual use, the Forest Service is required to complete the NEPA
process for such actions. That cannot be completed this year and is certain to be
contested.
Sheriff Matt Carr has recommended denying FITM applications in the past and has stated that he would
recommend the same on the current request, but has not been consulted (personal communications).
The Heart Six pasture has no “hardened” (compacted gravel or asphalt, etc.) areas for the proposed
parking, vendor vehicles, or RV and tent camping. This site is not comparable Teton Village, the Town of
Jackson, or any other commercial venue in the area. It cannot withstand 2000‐3000 people with 1,000+
vehicles for four consecutive days without site damage and drainage problems into wetlands (due to
ditches) and the Wild and Scenic Buffalo Fork River, even under good weather conditions.
The County required the applicant to complete an EA (ESA‐20190006). Wetland and river setbacks were
delineated and the most appropriate locations for the proposed activities were identified. The findings
(ESA Appendix A, Figure 10) should be upheld as County Planning Staff and the Planning Commission
have recommended.
Proposed actions by the Applicant for off‐setting “habitat restoration” efforts is preposterous and holds
no value because they have made no such arrangements or received permits from the appropriate
1



entities. (The Snake River Fund, Teton Conservation District, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, the
Forest Service under Wild and Scenic River designation or even a reputable environmental consultant
(personal communications March, 2022). This is a Trojan horse.
Complaints of financial loss due to COVID restrictions, weather, etc. are covered under FITM’s
cancellation insurance (personal communications, Jeremy Walker).

In short, the proposed event site and surrounding area is inappropriate for the scale and duration of this permit request.
In addition, whether the event is not commercially viable in some other, more appropriate location, it is not the
responsibility of Teton County to resolve that private business issue.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Segerstrom
25505 Evergreen Lane
Moran, WY 83013
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: KeepFireInTheMts

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Timothy Sobalsky <timothysobalsky@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 7:09 AM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: KeepFireInTheMts
Please grant these folks the permit they need to keep their event alive. Music and art improve our lives. Thanks
Sent from my iPhone
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: James Springer <springerjx@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 7:03 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains
Dear Commissioners,
I don't know what to say. 10 hours of amplified Music per day (more like screaming maniacs with Strep Throat)! In the
natural resources overlay. What are residents supposed to do? What if they want to sleep? Can the sponsor provide
them lodging somewhere quiet during the concert? So much for the wildlife, and in wetlands…As a retired Park Service
Law Enforcement Ranger seeing the phenomenally busy Summers that are more and more taxing on all resources this is
ridiculous.
Thank You for reading,
James Springer
Wilson
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Approve Fire in the Mountains Permit

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Kyle Sutherland <kswazzu@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:31 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Approve Fire in the Mountains Permit
Please approve this because it’s a great experience that’s brings diverse crowds to Jackson that normally wouldn’t have
a reason to come here. Thanks.
Sent from my iPhone
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: Matthew Thor <mjthor@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 7:03 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
Hello,
I am writing in support of the passage of the Conditional Use Permit for the Fire in the Mountains music and arts festival.
It is an important cultural event and should be allowed to proceed.
Thank you,
Matthew Thor
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Revised: Summer music festival recommendation

From: Claire Tramm <claire.tramm@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:09 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Revised: Summer music festival recommendation
Greetings,
I am writing to recommend your approval of freedom of land usage via permit issuance for one of the more innovative
and popular summer music festivals in Teton County ‐ the Fire in the Mountains festival.
My reasoning behind this recommendation is as follows:
1) Private property owners should be free to do what they please with their property, including hosting weddings, music
festivals, and other events. This is a fairly libertarian state that knows the value of and defends the notion of personal
liberty and our County should be no different.
2) As with all local outdoor music that I am aware of, this concert will be completed at the highly civil hour of 10 PM. I
do not think it too much of an imposition for neighbors to tolerate a concert one weekend a year that finishes by
bedtime. Of course neighbors may complain because they would prefer, say, the Rolling Stones to play next door, but
that is not their decision, only the owners of the property. Their taste in music is not relevant as long as their neighbors
do not cause a ruckus into the wee hours.
3) Many local community members attend this event annually and to take it away would be an act of further injustice
against a community already ravaged by myriad straining forces. I suggest the County do everything in its power to
avoid removing community gathering opportunities and stress outlets at this challenging time. This is a piece of our
local culture which must not be cancelled.
4) The County may always reconsider its permit issuance at some point in the future even after approving it today. This
permit is not permanent and can be made conditional on compliance with a number of rules. However, it is critical the
County approve the permit at this time since a local entrepreneur as well as valued and respected member of our
community has had to cancel multiple prior years’ festivals due to the pandemic, making this year’s festival extra
important for him and his business to stay afloat. If, in future years, the County is unhappy with its decision and wishes
to reverse it, that will have far less financial impact than doing so this year. Covid has already torn many people’s
livelihoods apart; please do not add more burden to the weary by disallowing their bouncing back on their feet as soon
as they can.
Thank you for carefully considering this reasoning when making your decision.
Best regards,
Claire
‐‐
Claire Tramm
claire.tramm@gmail.com
(847) 910‐2090
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire In The Mountains Festival CUP Permit

From: Perfect World Productions <inaperfectworldproductions@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 7:27 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Subject: Fire In The Mountains Festival CUP Permit
To whom it may concern, we absolutely support the passage of the Conditional Use Permit for Fire In The Mountains
Festival. The value the festival brings to the area is unmatched. In an unprecedented time like now, supporting arts and
musical communities is imperative. The local businesses in the area are struggling and to have a festival in this area
means it would boost not only the economy but also bring awareness to these majestic lands. Historically, Fire In The
Mountains takes great care of the land, the ecosystem, and the natural environment. For three days a year, the festival
draws respectful and nature‐loving folks to the area. The folks who attend care so much for the land, they even
volunteer to help restore parts of the ecosystem through restoration projects. Historically, the attendees have been
nice, caring folks who share a deep love for art, music, and nature ‐ despite some of their hard/heavy metal
appearances!
We are excited to welcome these folks to the area and we hope you can support them back by issuing the CUP permit.
Thank you for your time.
Cheers,
Shannon Void
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Hamilton Smith
Subject:

FW: Fire in the Mountains CUP

From: Erin Whitesell <enrobinson95@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 9:12 PM
To: Board Of County Commissioners <commissioners@tetoncountywy.gov>
Cc: Brandon Whitesell <bwhitesell2269@gmail.com>
Subject: Fire in the Mountains CUP
Dear Teton County Commissioners,
We support the passage of a conditional use permit for Fire in the Mountains. We believe in the vision of Fire in the
Mountains as they support arts, culture, music, community, and sustainability. Their mission of protecting and honoring
the environment as they afford attendees the opportunity to gather, connect and immerse themselves in the natural
world is what makes this event so intrinsically valuable.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Brandon and Erin Whitesell
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